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SJS Senior
Wins $2600
:.nles, Grant Jensen, an SJS
rase English major, has been
eirsted $260o plus tuition and
oks to begin work on his mos, degree by the Woodrow WilNational Fellowship fourtda\ second SJS senior, Barbara
a histray major, received
honorable mention from the felship foundation.
Jensen, one of 1058 nominees to
reeve a fellowship, will begin his
graduate work at Stanford univer-1
ty. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.,
nrri.s Jensen of Santa Arta.
The Woodrow Wilson fellowship
Ongram is set up to encourage
eatanding students to become
e.nze instructors.
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Sparta Sings’ To Make
pebut Tonight in Civic
The curtain will rise tonight in
for the first
at Civic auditorium
re en "Sparta Sings," an Info.
51150in San Jose State spring
programs. Show time is at
available in
, Tickets are still
:AIR t of the bookstore and the cafeat Civic
gna and will be sold
15ditoriwn tonight. Price of adeaten is 50 Cents for students
ad Si for the public.
sparta Sio....s" is a combination

Atli stints %111 be
1%,-ebl,.
uttered to students from 1-4 p.m.
toda In 1111190, according to
head nurse Mrs. Ifelen Smith of
the Student Health service. Mrs.
Smith reminds minors to first
secure written permission from
their parents. The Student
Health ....mite {{ill offer all immunization %hots each Friday
until Easter.

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

011,
49

Y Arthur
Jose aryl
tattiori Of

Health Shots

,tarts t I 2 :30 pin.
offer *who.
toorna and uit.I
basketban. ping pong and
nten’s gym.
oi games in the
tinkling current
0,0 students
to
card’ will he eligible
ire,
pate in the art I, It
will be a, all_
salts and murk
but the ladles
tor thc men,
furnish their owe
,,, asked to

of the former programs of "March
Melodies" and "Spring Sing" which
were held in Morris Dailey auditorium.
The participants are vying for
trophies in the mixed, novelty and
women’s divisions, and also for a
sweepstakes trophy.
Associated Women Students and
Interfraternity council, co-sponsors
of the program, have invited the
mayor of San Jose, Paul Monte;
Patti Taylor, a former Capitol recording star; and Dr. Thomas Eagan, SJS professor of music, to be
judges.
The selections sung tonight are
chosen by the different groups and
will work into the theme of "I’m
in the Mood for- ." (i.e. "I’m in
the Mood for Travel," would pertain to songs about traveling./
The fraternities, sororities and
dormitories that are participatina
In tonight’s program have "been
wonderful in rehearsal," accordin._
to Penny Patch, co-chairman lo.
the event, "and it will be a terra
show"

POETRY READING

International Labor Seeks
Jobs for Peace Blanchard

"Our main job in Itos time
:1110 tri
crisis is to provide jobs and better Washington branch of the Internaworking conditions and to create tional Labor organization, said in
an atmosphere that will allow us a speech here last night.
to live in peace and freedom," Da- ’ Speaking as a guest of the Industrial Relations and Personnel
Management club on "The ILO in
World Affairs," Blanchard de-

’Let’s Extend
Library Hrs.,
Says Council

AWN
A
SJS POETESSCarefully scanning her latest poem "Poetry
Concerto," is Mrs. Elizabeth Bartlett, new assistant professor
of English who recently had her work published.

Campus Poetess
Pens Concerto

Student Council and the ASB
College Life committee have recommended extension of Reserve
Book room hours, if financially
possible, after considering recent
student complaints about inadequate library hours at SJS.

ILO has 102 members, including
several countries which are not
members of the UN. but which
Wei e accepted by a two-thirds vote
of ILO members.
Delegations to the 11.0, Blanchard said, are made up of representatives from labor, management
and government.
The ILO work in the ’60’s will
emphasize aiding the underdeveloped countries of Asia. Africa and
South America, stated Blanchard.
He said that in Asia and South
America the ILO must deal with
established cultures and traditireut
while attempting to introduce current technological aids.
Giving some historical background, Blanchard said the IW
was formed in 1919 by the Treaty
of Versailles.
The United States joined the oraanization in 1934.
Between World Wars I and II
the emphasis in the ILO was establishing recommendations for international standards of working
conditions.
Current emphasis, Blanchard
DAVID S. BLANCHARD
said. Is in the area of operational
. . . labor expert
and technical aid, and education,
both for labor and management.
scribed the ILO as de’a
dezilaiceps
Since 1951 the IW has sent more
branch of the Unit
Nations that,
than 2000 experts into 62 countries.
attempts to create higher social ’
As examples he told of training
and economic levels and a better!
’schools ,
ford
the blind
in a
Brazil
n
way of life for underdeveloped
Ceylon the establishment of social
countries.
security rights in Burma and
He said that any member of the moves to integrate Andean
Indians
UN can join by agreeing to the ILO of South
America into the social
charter. Currently, he added, the and economic aattorns of their
-countries.

According to a statement from
the college administration, if the
groups’ recommendations are favorably received at Monday’s Col/
lege Library committee meeting,
"re-adjustments will be made to exApplication deadline for I.
tend Reserve Book room hours subsecretariat positions at the 196::
stantially on week -day evenings
Model United Nations sessions at
tolled An the leo
ing, she said in a firm but pleasant and on weekends, on a temporary
SJS has been extended one day, In the mnth. ring u arta,
voice,
basis for the remainder of the
Feeil
h hoha
and will close at 4 p.m. today.
IIARD WORKER
spring semester."
1/o. the Tranghil
Forms may be obtained in the Hewitt, her music u Impend ;Amuck the
According to Mrs. Bartlett "PoThe library controversy develCollege Union.
laNd.
etry Concerto," is about evolution
tied when seven San Jose State
as hem..
S111011
in reverse.
By BOB PACINI
The work is divided into four college students took complaints
These meloncholy lines form the,sections, or "movements." Each about present library hours and
onding to "Poetry Concerto." a movement, labeled with contrast- facilities directly to state officials
new poem by Mrs. Elizabeth Bart- ing musical tempo and moods, at- in Sacramento recently.
lett, assistant professor of English, tempts to capture the feeling of
Conflict over methods of effect doing her first semester of teach- its musical counter-part by eming change grew when the college
ing at SJS.
ploying words and phrases that administration objected to the stuElections will be held today
"Ilemcs.:i:y. Nit -titian style, is more liberal attitude toward sex
Labeled by its author as, "Conrot I’m hoping for a dictator." and marriage than exists in the eerto in Sea -Minor." the work was give an impression of a rapid dents’ ignoring college policy of freshman class offices. Voting a
scherzo or a smooth andante.
taking library complaints to the Ate held in conjunction with I .
Dr. Dean It. Cresan professor of United States, even though divorce recently published as number seven
"Poetry Concerto," Mrs Bart - College Library committee.
science, made this state-I is not permitted in Brazil, he said. in the Vagrom series of contemspecial election called for appro,
EM’heal
lett said, "was written during a
1 Wednesday afternoon at al "A number of persons who are porary American poetry.
Agreements between the stu- of a constitutional amendment.
resident fellowship at the Huntingar for political science ma-1 highly respected in the community
Mrs. Bartlett, who declared she ton Hartford Foundation, at Pali- dents and the administration folPolls will be open today from
anda
tand
tdfaculty,
edd
live together without benefit of the writes her poetry "in persperat ion sades."
lowed a rally March 16, when the 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. in front of
"Women in Business-the Positive
it reflected some Brazilian clergy." he noted.
rather than inspiration," describes
Mrs. Bartlett estimates that 200 students told of "inadequate" li-, the cafeteria. In event of rain. Approach" will be the theme of
*nine toward the near-chaotic
poet,
disciplined
a
as
herself
of her poems have been published
Dr. Cresap explained that only
SJS’ conference for businesswomen
Situation since Janio Quadros quit
"I work, and work hard at writ- in various magazines. She also has brary facilities and unsuccessful they will be moved to the corridor
10 per cent of the Brazilian chiltomorrow.
ls presiclent of that nation.
attempts
to
change
them
through
in
front
of
Morris
Dailey
auditwo other books to her credit.
The conference, sponsored by
Dr. Cramp returned to campus , dren are being schooled beyond the
torium.
"Behold the Dreamer," and "Po- college channels.
the Peninsula district of the Calibe fall after living two years in fourth grade, and illiteracy and lo---ems of Yes and No," both verse
fornia Federation of Business and
kr.:’.ador, Brazil, where he was a! tal ignorance about the outside
A perfect crime is alnuntt com- collections.
Professional Women’s clubs and
’ Fnur consultant in public arl- world is extremely widespread.
Flick,
Friday
tonight’s
In
her
poetry
mitted
having
addition
to
In
the Institute of Industrial RelaThe military has been a major
-..tration at the University of
"Seven Thieves," to he shim n at appear in a number of anothologies
...ins of the SJS Business division,
factor in keeping some governmenMrs.
TH55.
poets,
9
In
American
7
and
current
of
a ill take place in the college cartal stability but within the military
USA VS. BRAZIL
thieves, head- Bartlett said that recordings (a ,t p
seven
A
hand
of
..tpria from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
1 1
In comparing political, economic, itself, there is a split between coned hy a college professor who her poems hate also been acquired
The days events will include two
ural features of Brazil with servatives and reformers which has abandoned the academic by the Library of Congress for it.,,mel discussions and a luncheon.
- ,r( the rnited States, Dr. rre- may change this stabilizing influworld for crime, execute a dar- collection.
, The conference will be opened
.. al his audience of more than ence, he asserted.
well -planned safeing and
When "Perspective." a weekly ture a reading of Irish actress- by Dr. Milburn D. Wright, dean of
OTHER WORKS
,rsons. "There is no race preDr. Cresap praised President cracking of the vaults of a
She has also been featured in television program, goes on the author Patricia Collinge’s "The,’ the Business division. and Mrs.
’ in Brazil, since Brazilians Kennedy’s Alliance for Progress. Monte Carlo gambling casino.
"The Golden Year," an anthology air tomorrow morning at 11:30, it Small Mosaics of Mr. and Mrs.. Mildred Bell, president of the Pen’,I many hues and facial struc- particularly the requirement that
The film stars FAluard G. published in 1960 by the Poetry will begin its third year of live Engel" by Dr. Dorothy Hadley, insula district of the Business and
lures hut there is strong
class steps toward Um and land reform,. Robinson, Rod Steiger, Joan ColProfessional Women’s clubs.
Society of America in observance of broadcasts from the Speech and’ associate professor of speech.
must precede U.S. aid to Latin lins and Ell Wall., I,
The first address of the con"Perspective" programs are proDrama television studios at SJS.
its 50th anniversay.
1,1RF7RAI.
American development.
Tomorrow will also mark the duced by Dr. Flick. and Frank ference will be by Raymund A.
In addition to poetry, Mrs. Bartof polygamy and
lett is also an active lecturer and 50th program produced by stu- McCann and Richard Elliott, as- McKeller. assistant vice president
res have k-ft a!
dents in the radio-television area. sistant professors of drama. Upper and employment supervisor of the
short -story writer.
Currently, she said, she is work- of the department, according to! division and graduate students di- Wells-Fargo American Trust COM.
pany, who will speak on "Why We
ing on an opera libretto based on Dr. Clarence Flick, supervisor of, rect the broadcasts,
Hire Women."
the life and works of American the area and as.sociate professor of!
There will be panel discussion
drama.
Dylan
Thomas.
poet
STALEMATE
BREAK
’BIG 2’ FAIL TO
groups from 10 a.m, until noon
"Perspective" is a weekly h.,
she
declared
that
Bartlett
Mrs.
State Dean Rusk and Soviet
Secretary
ind from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. The
GENEVA
refuses to be confined to one style hour program of general ed,I
Ifat Vt‘ii SC pleas by state
Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko failed again at a two-hour con- of poetic writing and classes her- tional and cultural features.
luncheon speaker will be Dr. Pete
pmfessors received the
the Berlin deadlock. Gromyko said, howself neither a lyric nor a dramatic broadcast live over KNTV. chanr.
’ of the Greater San Jose ference yesterday to break
Zidnak, professor of business,
ever, the talks would continue. With time running out before the poet.
11.
er of (’onimerce
whase topic will be "Human Re.
yesterday. Big Three ministers leave for home and turn matters over to their
concha-.
surveys
Audience
:re to the chairman of the
She said she likes to explore the
...tions in Business." One of the
East-West stalemate on critical cold war issues was
the
in...
deputies,
KNTV
est
and
through
SJS
issembly ways and means
whole wide range of poetic felling.
a: tin’ 11>-,1 ad- discussion leaders in the afternoon
tighter than ever. Prior to the meeting on Berlin the Soviet Union
the television series reaches apammittee.
Itcfore coming to SJS, the native proximately 7000-11,000 viewers ValleCCI systems development di- ’ will be Dr. George
totally unable to
A. Muench
Die wire reached Sacramento and the Western Big Two declared they were
test ban stalemate and would report this to the New Yorker travelled in Europe each week. A total viewing au- vision in San Jose will he the pi lessor of psychology.
terdayaftu’rnoonjust before resolve the nuclear
South- dience of 475,000 has been esti- guest speaker at an AIEE-IIIE
at
taught
and
Mexico
stalemate,"
and
complete
is
a
"There
Conference.
Disarmament
-imrnittee’s 2 O’clock session 17-nation
’American Institute of Electra.
Soviet delegate Sernyon K. Tsarapkin told newsmen after the nuclear ern Methodist university in Texas. mated for the two years.
’’ employees’ salaries.
Viewing the contemporary po110111111ii,,,
Re..i
of the conference broke rip following a marathon 2The first two years of the pro- Engineers and Insittute
recommend that special subcommittee
etry field. Mrs. Bartlett said that gram have also seen the broad- Engineers’ sponsored dinner
40-minute session.
considerations be given to hour and
because of the many current casting of the talent and com- night at Lou’s Village beginn.
"IN in the state
magazines, today’s young poets ments of sonic 65 SJS faculty at 6:30.
colleges."
’ :actors of
U.S., RUSSIA TO PLAN SPACE PROJECTS
fl
for
great the chamber of
wonderful ripper!’ tilt ies open members and guests. ApproxiVogel will speak on "Lin.
II
..snd
% tno’s"il ofr theall
NATIONS. N.Y. (UPI) -The United States and R1181441, have
UNITED
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in the telegram
them.
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the
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and illustrate his
mately 90 students have filled up
acting quickly on the agreement between President Kennedy and
-amento.
been waiting for, it’s
nevi
to 500 production positions in the with colored slides taken thos.
’elegram was sent following Soviet Premier Nikita S. Khrushchev, yesterday planned talks
The Cateher in the Rye.
a microscope, according to .1Hugh L. Dryden, tiepins
Dr.
space.
years.
two
of
past
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on
week
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iratiet:
v
11:
Spam Agency NASA
The television programs are de- Calvert, publicity chairman.
and representatives of director of the U.S. National Aeronautics and
lion we’re go
Vogel has done 30 years of re’a chapter of the Association and Soviet academician A. A. Illagonravos will begin negotiations in
o mg on three proposed con- signed to extend SJS’s resources
tit this into a cloth’
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stitutional amendments, lowering to the community and to provide search and study in the field of
’liftman State College Pro- New York next. Tuesday, it was
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Editorial

Opposums
It

There’s probably an opossain
living underneath every SJS
boarding house or dorm.
And opossums walk by night
the streets and paths where SJS
students rush by day.
Opossums, in fact, have been
found living as far north as
Seattle, Wash., Southern California homeowners claim the
furry little marsupials own that
smog -filled valley.
Experts say that the common
opossum, an evolutionary leftover from the early dawn of the
age of mammals, has almost
doubled his population in a few
short decades. Perhaps there is
a lesson to be learned here.
For the opossum has discovered how to be an urban animal.
This is the key to his success.
He lives in the cities of man,
coming out at night while civilization sleeps.
If a stray cat or dog happens
upon an opossum, the creature
Will play dead, or "play ’possum." Man’s can-fed pets give
up and go back to the dog food.

ji

Spada-

And tor all Otis activity in
the opossum world, mankind seldom knows he is living side-by side with these primitive, rather
stupid little creatures.
For despite this animal’s success, the opossum is a rather
stupid animal by human standards.
"Brer ’possum," by Jiving side
by side with the human race, has
achieved something mankind has
yet to accomplish: peaceful coexistence.
The opossum’s reason for success is that he bends a little to
the ways of his neighbors. He
doesn’t meddle in man’s business.
Mr. Opossum has picked his
hours of activity so we won’t
meddle either.
If each of us would bend a
little, if each would compromise
in some small way, mankind
might also find the world an
easier place to live.
There’s a lesson in the expanding opossum population.
J.F.

o-Rouni

By DRU CHALLBERG
Society Editor
Neither midterms nor uncooperative spring weather can stop
the Spartans’ social whirl. The new season traditionally brings with
it a number of pinned and engaged couples on campus.
PINNED
Cathy Whidden. junior Delta Zeta general elementary major
from San Jose, to Jim Sweeney. junior Alpha Phi Omega (national
service fraternity) industrial arts major from Campbell.
Margo Sinclair, Chi Omega sophomore elementary education
major from South San Francisco, to Tom Graham, Pi Kappa Alpha
junior radio and television major from San Jose.
Karen Randall, senior Sigma Kappa elementary education major
from Alameda, to Jim Raymond, junior Lambda Chi Alpha recreation major from San Leandro.
Happy Lindsey, Delta Gamma sophomore English major from
San Jose, to Dave Schrader, Delta Sigma Phi senior police major
from Campbell.
ENGAGED
Marysue Wilson, Sigma Kappa senior music major from San
Luis Obispo. to Bob Sharp, Theta Xi alum from Linden, Calif.
Elaine Marquis, Gamma Phi Beta sophomore business major
from Ventura, to Ron Paul, University of Washington Beta Theta
Pi sophomore public relations major also from Ventura.
DELTA GAMMA
Recently acquiring the full membership level at the sorority
were Bev Bouret, Lynn Christie, Sandy Dooley, Francie Gallaher,
Carolyn Harwood, Susanna Jackman, Angie Kuehn, Happy Lindsay,
Linda Lowery, Peggy Luske, Joan McElroy, Susan Nance, Mary
Lou Nelson, Miri Nicolaisen, Ellen Norris, Sally Page, Melinda
Schneider, Starr Simpson, Sue Slasor, Karen Weathers and Kathy
Jorgensen.
PHI SIGMA KAPPA
"Serenading we will go" and away went members of the fraternity last Monday night to the Chi Omega sorority house where
the women were set to surprise the fellows with the "Invaders,"
a local rock ’n’ roll band.

Toxic, Nuclear Weapons
Make War Unacceptable
By PHIL NEWSOM
UPI Foreign News Analyst
From time to time the United
States is bombarded by the
propaganda of special opinion
groups holding strong opinions
on this or that, ranging from
religion, to United States policy
toward the Congo, to atomic
testing.
Many have their basis in
man’s inhumanity to man.
A late example is the considerable difference of opinion generated by the conditional United
States decision to resume atmospheric tests of nuclear weapons. What follows here will be
mostly quotes from an article
appearing recently in a small
publication called "War-Peace
Report."
EXPERT PROPHESY
The publication is oriented toward the United Nations and
the author of the article is retired Brig. Gen. J. H. RothChild, former commanding general of the Army Chemical
Corps Research and Development Command in charge of research in chemical, biological
and radiological warfare.
The implications are not
pleasant. Here are excerpts:
"There is nothing humane
about any method of warfare
. . . but . . . if you wish to arrange your weapons in order
of humaneness, I believ, the
toxic weapons will come at the
top of the list. A person injured
short of death in biological and
chemical warfare could getwrally expect to recover In a mat-

Ler of a few weeks ...
"One of the purposes of chemical warfare would be to cause
panic and force diversion of valuable effort and material from
more important tasks. An attack on one of our major cities
would certainly accomplish this.
"A small dose of LSD 25 .
causes a person to become so
confused mentally that he cannot carry out his normal functions. Other drugs can cause
temporary paralysis, sleepiness,
blindness, deafness, loss of balance, crying, diarrhea, vomiting
and convulsions . . .
ACROSS A CONTINENT
"Biological agents exist which
can be used strategically to
cause casualties in an area the
width of a continent . . .
’’Many germs are suitable ...
among those are dengue fever.
Venezuelan equine encephalomyelitis, yellow fever, Q fever,
anthrax, undulant fever, rabbit
fever . .
"We do not know the intentions of the Soviets. From all
the information we can get,
they have the capabilities to
wage both germ and chemical
war."
General Rothschild says that
the preparation of chemical and
biological weapons would defy
any known inspection system.
He concludes that these, combined with nuclear weapons,
make war in the future a "completely unacceptable method of
solving world problems."
But he says the problem of
toxic warfare cannot be swept
under the tug.
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Newman Club To Present
Musical Tomorrow Night
TheI cii Is and tribunes of a San Francisco Catholic sexton who
bets on the horses will be brought to light in "Betcha Life," a
musical opening in Morris Dailey auditorium at 8:30 tomorrow night.
"Betcha Life" will also be presented March 30-31 at 8:30 p.m.
and April 1 at 2:30 p.m. under the auspices of the SJS Newman
club, Tickets may be obtained in the student affairs business office,
TH16, at $1.50 for balcony seats and $2.50 for main floor seats.
The musical’s plot was written
by the Rev. Robert Coffey, assistant pastor of St. Patrick’s
church, Ninth and Santa Clara
sts.
Songs in "Betcha Life" were
its LRNON
O’rf
written by Father Coffey and
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) ReMae Hearst and Jim Schubert,
member bank night and keno?
Newman club members. Many
During the Depression they
of the song lyrics are the work
kept thousands of theaters from
of the Rev. Lawrence Walsh,
bankruptcy. So did free dishes
formerly of St. Patrick’s.
and boxes of groceries.
Arrangements for the musical
Now the movies are suffering
were set by Bob Gomez, SJS
a murderous depression brought
senior. Gomez will also direct
on by television. And once again
the orchestra, which consists of
the giveaway has returned to
volunteer music students from
bail popcorn palaces out of the
this area.
red.
Director of the musical is Mrs.
The new gimmick is "race
Robert Schulz of San Jose.
night." But it offers more than
Carrying the lead roles are
a drawing for prizes. It is an
Yvonne Tomasena, SJS junior,
audience participation game inas Tessie and Dick Styles of
volving horse races on the
Berkeley as Brian. Miss Tomascreen, racing tickets in the
sena sang a leading role in last
hands of the audience and, most
semester’s SJS production of
important of all, prizes of $5000
"Suzanna."
and $2500.
It works something like this:
Other SJS students in the muPatrons entering theaters are
sical are Bill Newkirk as Rogiven cards containing six races.
land, Kate Wintersteen as MagThis punch-card allows them to
gie, Al Saxe as Father Will and
pick their favorites in ail six
Mel Soares as Father Mike.
races and then it is dropped into
Portraying the sexton-gama locked box. Customers retain
bler is Joe Di Leonardo, a stua matching stub.
dent at Santa Clara university.
TOTE BOARD ON STAGE
From eight to 10 horses run
in each race, giving "bettors" a
free choice and long odds.
At intermission a member of
the audience selects six races
from a supply of 18 sealed film
boxes.
The color films, all taken at
WASHINGTON (UPI) --Small
Eastern race tracks, are then
town publishers said yesterday
run on the screen with the auenactment of administration endience hollering its head off.
dorsed postal rate increases
The horses are called by numwould sound the death knell for
ber instead of name. A dope
many weekly and small daily
sheet is useless.
newspapers,
Each film is coded and noted
Witnesses from six state press
on a special tote board on stage
groups told the Senate Post
to insure no monkey business
Office committee that House
has transpired in the projection
passage in January of a one-cent
room.
increase in second class mail
After the races a special comwas their worst news of 1962.
puter sorts the ballots from the
The testimony came during a
locked box and within a matter
hearing on legislation requested
of minutes the winners are anby President Kennedy. The legisnounced. A person with all six
lation would increase postal
winners is awarded $5000. Serates to help erase the annual
lectors of five consecutive winpastel deficit.
ners collect ’f2500.
Chairman Olin D. Johnston,
DEBUT l’IHS MONTH
(D-S.C.), hinted strongly that a
The odds on someone picking
penny per-piece surcharge on all
all six or five consecutive winmailed newspapers and maganers are roughly a quarter of a
zines would be scaled down, or
million to one. But horse playeliminated by his committee. It
ers have been known to fall for
was this surcharge that drew
worse bets.
the fire of the publishers.
No money is spent by the auBernard E. Esters, Houlton,
dience except for the price of a
Main e, Pioneer-Times, said
ticket.
newspapers already have abLottery laws forbid admission
sorbed six increases in the last
prices to such games forcing the
10 years, raising postal costs an
theaters to distribute punch average of 89 per cent.
cards outside the doors as well
Speaking for the more than
as to paying customers.
6000 weeklies and small dailies
John H. Auer, president of
affiliated with the National EdiRace Night of California, said
his new game makes its debut
torial assn., Esters said the bill
in five local theaters March 27.
would hike rates an additional
114 per cent.
By mid -April more than a
score of theaters in California,
Washington and Oregon will be
DISCOVERY
featuring race night.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) Singer
If the game is a hit on the
West Coast Auer will expand op- Julie London was discovered by
eratIons to the Midwest and Sue Carol, agent wife of Alan
East. More than 200 races have Ladd, while operating an elevntor
been filmed for the purpose.
In a Hollywood department store.

Movies Resorting
To New Gimmick

Postal Increases
May Close Papers

Editor:
111 Wednesday’s Daily, Bill
Pollacek has a letter in which
he asserts that "Russia and the
United States uent to Geneva
and signed an agreement to end
nuclear testing" which the
USSR broke three years later.
Therefore, the Russians cannot
be trusted.
In the first place, the moratorium on testing was not manifested in a written pact, treaty
or other form to which signs’
ures could be affixed. Thus the
charge is reduced to having
broken a verbal agreement.
But it would seem that such
an agreement may be abrogated
verbally as well as by action.
As a matter of fact, in December 1959, President Eisenhower
publicly annulled it when he said
that we were no longer bound
by the moratorium and we were
"free to resume nuclear testing"
any time we pleased.
In view of this, I think to accuse the Soviet Union of breaking the agreement is a rather
untenable position. A much betL
ter stand would be to find the
resumption of atmospheric testing by both the USSR and the
U.S. equally reprehensible.
Frank (leelorka
ASB A7419

Plea for Communists
Is Sound But.,
Editor:
In Wednesday’s Daily, Edward
Browning wrote in ’’Thurst and
Parry" a plea for a rational approach tower dthe Communist
threat and Communists as people. We should, he said, observe
the situation as intelligent
people.
That is a sound view wherein
American citizens will agree.
But then he wrote as follows:
"We should accept the members of the Communist party
for what they aresincere and
dedicated human beings whose
sole purpose is the betterment
of mankind."
Here, I believe, he is mistaken
and definitely naive. But if he
really believes what I have just
quoted, my husband and I sincerely offer to treat him to a
free session or two at the next
Bay Region or San Francisco
School of Anti-Communism.
If Edward Browning Ls sincere he may accept this offer

:aid attend with us. He will
there gain new information
which he may thoughtfully consider.
We found the school to be extremely helpful in gaining a
more rational, intelligent approach toward the present Communist situation and toward the
American Communist as an individual. And that is precisely
the function and purpose of a
Schwa 17 school.
Putriehr Bedell
Ants A3013

’Communism Is
Biggest Question’
Editor:
What should be done about
communism is probably the biggest question debated between
liberals and conservatives. The
conservative viewpoint is that
we should take a stronger stand
against communism. For proposing this, Sen. Elam Goldwater
(R. -Ariz.) and his conservative
following have been blasted as
the radical right wing.
After John F. Kennedy was
elected president, he sent Sen.
Hubert Humphrey (D. -Minn.) to
Europe to talk to people who
had escaped from Communistheld countries. His mission was
to find out what the United
States could do to help these
captive nations throw out the
Communists.
Their reply was interesting.
They stated that the United
States should take a stronger
stand on communism; then they
might be able to throw out the
Communists. This is what Barry
Goldwater has been preaching in
the senate for the past 10 years.
Yet people still call him the
leader of the radical right even
though he Is speaking the truth.
Maybe it is the fact that these
people haven’t awakened to the
fact that communism poses a
threat to our democratic way of
life.
BM Pollacek
ASIS 11784

SJS Coed Agrees
With Brent Davis
Editor:
I agree with Brent Davis in
his congratulations to Admiral
Carmick and Dr. Porter, Although I feel a serious application of Admiral Carmick’s criteria would destroy the right to
make these suggestions, he has

Tomorrow is the day when our track and field heroes do battle
with the omnipotent Ducks from the University of Oregon at
Eugene.
Omnipotent seems the best way to describe the northerners,
since they are indeed all-powerful.
Mr. Winter, our coach, told bay area sportswriters Monday that
SJS would fight "like a cornered bear." Of course, he should have
said "Spartan," especially in light of the fact that the Bears (from
the University of California) are in the meet too. Cal’s Bears are
hosts for the encounter, so it seems that they should be the ones
to fight "like a cornered bear."
HISTORICAL IMAGE
Considering also that "fighting like a cornered Spartan" invokes a tremendous historical image. Never forget that nearly 2500
years ago it was the Spartans (the Greek Spartans from Sparta,
that Is) that were cornered by the Persians at the pass of Thermopylae.
About 300 of them, so the story goes, against thousands of
Persians. They finally were overwhelmed after fighting to the
death, but their feat lives on in history as one of the true heroic
sagas.
Now perhaps I haven’t read my history very well, but where
Is there an account of a bearor even an army of bears that fought
that well? The only story concerning bears that comes to mind Is
"Goldielocks and the Three Bears." And in that tale, the bears cornered poor, little Goldielocks.
Of course, in the meet tomorrow, all teams will have equal
numbers. It’s just that the Ducks from the north will have better
men. Or 90 it is said.
SJS can win, but it will take some magnificent performances.
Look especially to the broad jump and discus where Oregon or
SJS could score first and second in both or either.
Following is a "dope" sheet prepared by one of the world’s
leading track and field experts: me.
OREGON 71, 8J8 80
100Jerome (0) Johnson (SJS) Omagbemi (SJS)
220Johnson (SJS) Omagbemi (SJS) Jerome (0)
440Williams (SJS) McCullough (SJS) Pucket (0)
880--Burleson (0) Ohlemann (0) Azevedo fSJS)
Mile -Burleson (0) San Ramoni (0) Tucker SJS)
2 Mile--Forernan (0) Fishback (SJS) Reeve (0)
HHTain (0) Gaetcher (0) Harrison (SJS)
LH -Tarr (0) McCullough (SJS) Gaether ())
BJClose (0) Roberts (SJS) Renfro 10)
HlBarnes ISJS ) Lewellyn (0) Gold (SJS)
PVPrank (0) Turnbull (SJS) Bowen (SJS)
Shot- -Steen (0) Rothman (SJS) Larson (0)
DiscusStudney (5,18) Stubblefield (0) Steen (0/
JavellnStudney (Sa) Burns (0)Tipton (0)
RelaySan Jose State (Omagbemf, Ramos, McCullough, Williams)
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Writer Concludes
Letter to McDonald
(Continued from Visterdayi
Editor:
In this day of intereontinenta
communication and interconti
nental retaliation. patriotism. il
its traditional sense, is an ohs
lete term.
It breeds contempt for ((rein
civilizations and blind de\ otin
to one’s own cultural patter.
You think America is a real tin
place. Your Russian counterpar
Ls quite attached to his plot a
ground. The Indian pease(
thinks very highly of India: hi
homeland is the center it th
universe. The father of his court
try is the god, Brahma, a bets
of infinitely greater virtue than
George Washington.
As for myself, I love certain
aspects of my country, accep
other aspects and thoroughl)
dislike the remainder. I appb
this point of view to all nation
I appreciate my country IS
what it’s worth, and in the
nal analysis, it is worth mon
to me than any other country
You evidently believe that RD
clear armament will save OW
land by deterring war and that
any other path will lead to sir’
render. My viewpoint is just the
opposite.
I also believe that there an
other, more desirable alter’s’
fives to either an arms race s
surrender. You profess to be
Christian, yet your ethics is de
void of love and promises de
struction for the human race.
If the majority of the citizens
of the United States feel as yOU
itt
do, then we are as fIre,t
enemy to oursehes and to te
is
people of the world as Russia
(Concluded)
Page Brownton
ASB 72:0
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Violin Virtuoso To Ar_pcor
In Morris Dailey Concert
As is musical ambassador under the U.S. State Department,
Ricci appears annually with almost every important concert
and radio orchestra of Europe.
The inolin master has performed
concerts in Bengali, Ghana,
Hong Kong, Buenos Aires, Australia, West Germany and
Russia.
After successes in numerous
countries behind the Iron Curtain, the Soviet government sent
Ricci an official invitation to
tour Russia. lie opened his Russian tour in Moscow in the
spring of 1961.
The 20 concerts scheduled for
Ricci’s recent return to West
Germany were booked and sold
out a year in advance.
The "undisputed master," as
the New York Times recently
called him. averages a hundred
appearances a year in international concert halls. Ricci has
made as many as seven performances in a single season with
the Boston Symphony.

Ruggiero Ricci, internationally
virtuoso who was
onwn violin
claimed as the "greatest mu Mozart" when
jai genius since
years old, will opbe was eight
night in
ts, in concert Monday
auditorium at
Dailey
sera
815.
Holders of ASII Cards and SJS
may
feeuity and employee cards
stuotgri free tickets in the
office, THbusiness
affairs
kat
went on sale to the
16 Tickets
Wednesday at
general pu hlic
SOO each.
salt Francisco-born Ricci
winched his spectacular "child
lgy" career with his 1928
debut at New York’s Mecca
Manhattan
Temple with the
sinphony.

TONIGHT
The
Associated Students

TWISTIN PARTY

SAN JOSE CITY COLLEGE

(and DANCE)
presents
Presented by

Dr. Robert Hutchins

OMEGA PSI PHI
FRATERNITY

"Basic Issues of a
Free Society"

SAT., MARCH 24

Fri., Mar. 23,8:30 pm

9:30 P.M. - 1:30 A.M.
at
San Jose Women’s Club

Men’s Gym Gen. Adm. 51.50

75 South 11th St. (S.J.)
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SAN JOSE STATE COLLEG2 FOLKSONG CLUB
**************** ****** *******************
Presents

PAT FOSTER
Singing Ballads and Blues
with

AL MERIAN as accompanist

FRIDAY, MARCH 23

(Only)

SCIENCE BLDG. RM 112

CY4-5544
400 South First
Megeli Noel scorches the screen a
SEX POT (in French)
EXCITING! SENSUOUS!
Also
THE LITTLE SHOP
OF HORRORS

Alma & Almaden
JOURNEY TO THE 7TH PLANET
GUNS OF THE BLACK WITCH
VISIT TO AN- OTHER PLANET
with Jerry Lewis

C 73060
1433 The Alameda
WINNER CANNES FESTIVAL
ACADEMY AWARD NOMINEE
BEST ACTRESS
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IN 1909, SAN JOSE STATE NORMAL school
looked like this. Discovered by Joan Peters, an
SJS coed, the postcard was found as a bookmark between the leaves of "Bullfinch’s Age of

WOMB

By BARBARA MITCHELL
Is it possible that some day
SJS students may return to the
campus and find the new engineering building covered with
i y?
Today there are few Spartans
who remember the original construction of Tower Hall and
Morris Dailey auditorium. How-

Opera Association
Presents Preview
Opera makes its spring debut
in the Santa Clara valley tomorrow when the San Jose Opera
association presents its preview
concert at Foothill college’s new
auditorium at 8:30 p.m.
Tickets to the concert are $3,
$4 and $5 and may be obtained
through the San Jose box office
in the Ste. Claire hotel, Market
and San Carlos sts.
Local artists and performers
from the San Francisco Opera,
association will combine to present a program of arias selected
from their forthcoming productions.
Although the program has not
been finalized, Mrs. Dorothy
Hiura is scheduled to repeat selectious from her performance as
Cho Cho San in Puccini’s "Madame Butterfly."
Others performing on the preview concert include Betty Gordon Carter, formerly with the
New York Metropolitan Opera:
Francesco Barsonti, recipient of
several European awards, and
James Standard of the San Francisco Opera company.
r-AZIKLa
RIDAY 8. SATURDAY NIGHTS
Jim Robertson’s
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SHAKESPEARE S IMMORTAL WOR
JULIUS CAESAR
Ph J4’ ’Anson. Marlon Brando
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and Greer Gerson
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THE I- NNOCENTS

DRIVE IC NECK
V
So. tint at Alma
FREE CAR HEATERS
FLOWER DRUM SONG
THE INNOCENTS
W Ph Doh,tal, Kerr, and
ALL THAT HEAVEN ALLOWS
with Rock Hudson

Awful-Awful
CT 51306
1.1i1r4 501111 Im ST.
(I mile south of the fairgrounds)

Ti

I

ever, Joan Peters, SJS coed, has
found a link with the past at
the Flea Market bazaar, 12000
Berryessa rd.
A search tor old historical
books led to the discovery of a
1909 postcard depicting the proposed new building of San Jose
State Normal school. An artist’s
conception of the buildings
shows the once bare walls of
Tower Hall and the sparsely
covered lawns of the outer and
inner quad. Miss Peters commented, "SJS campus has certainly changed in the last 52
years."
Miss Peters, who collects historical books, found the postcard as a bookmark between the
leaves of "Bullfinch’s Age of
Fable or Beauties of Mythology"
published in 1898. On the back
fly leaf of the text the inscription reads, "Walter M. Sharp,
San Diego. Cal., August 11, 1902,
State Normal School."
The postcard caption is:
"State Normal School, San Jose,
Cal. Birdseye view of new State
Normal School, San Jose, Cal.,
the finest Normal School in this
country, which cost the State of
California $325,000. It numbers
over 700 students and has a faculty of thirty-four. President,
Morris Elmer Dailey."
Miss Peters frequently goes in
search of unusual collector’s
items to use as future teaching
aids. She collects marble statuettes, coins, stamps, pictures.
and historical literature. One of

BREAK AND SEE
A MOVIE!

her recent discoveries was an
1881 "International Lesson
Book," a senior high school text,
written by Rev. J. H. Vincent.
Inquiring after more postcards, Miss Peters was referred
to an elderly couple, proprietors
of an antique stand at the Flea
Market. She managed to obtain
postcards of the old Los Gatos
Santa Cruz ave., 1909; Main st.,
Los Gatos. 1909; and headquarters of the San Jose fire department, 1909. She now has several
postcards of the old SJS campus
and recently presented one to
President Wahlquist.
Miss Peters is a sophomore
majoring in general elementary
education. She lives with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas
H. Peters, 955 Henderson ave.,
Sunnyvale.. Planning to become a
teacher, she believes the items
she collects will be of great
value to her some day. Who
knows what Miss Peters may
come up with next?

MULTIPLEX ADAPTORS
LM-35 Scott Kit
S79.95
MX-99 Eico Kit
S41.95
MX-100 Pilot
S49.50
HARMAN KARDON chiVi’<7; S80.95
(factory wired

79 So. 3rd Street

CV 7-7111

tPRACTICALLY INDISPENSABLE

’Chalk Garden’
Ends Tomorrow
Enid Bagnolers mystery-comedy, "The Chalk Garden" will
end its run under the production
of the SJS Speech and Drama
department tonight and tomorrow night at 8:15 in the College
Theater.
A limited number of single
tickets are available for the performances. Tickets may be obtained at the College Theater
box office, Fifth and San Fernando sta., at 50 cents for students and $1 general admission.
"The Chalk Garden" is a psychological comedy with a touch
of mystery, according to its director, Dr. Paul W. Davee, associate professor of drama.

Special Combination

IM11U1101111.11111 I TAKE A STUDY
396 South First
THE 4 HORSEMEN OF THE
APOCALYPSE
St"ing Glen Ford 5 Incrid Tholin
IELLE SOMMERS, with Polly Bergen

Fable or Beauties of Mythology," published in
1898. A collector of historical books, Miss Peters
searches for unusual collector’s items to use
as future teaching aids.

Search for Historical Books
Leads to Discovery of Postcard

North Screen
"THE COACH"
"MALAGA"
SOUTH SCREEN
FLOWER DRUM SONG
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San Jose State tonight when he performs in the science building auditorium, S112. at H o’clock.
Tickets to the concert, sponsored by the SJS Folk Song club.
will be sold at the door for $1 each.
Foster, who is noted for his "mean, dynamic" Font’s, will include
In his concert such songs as "Stackolee." "Sweet Mama Tree-Top Tall."
"John Henry" and "Big Bad
Brooth," a parody on ’’Big Bad
John," atom_ a homosexual hair
dresser.
The folk singer has toured
both the United States and ELITe
Drama NI wItfits firm seetf
ope. Foster once traveled with
area high schools will converge
Woody Gut hrev and with Big
upon the SJS campus tomorrow
Bill Brooncy. A list of his enfor the third annual Play Festigagements includes Chicago’s
val in Studio Theater.
Gate of Horn, New York’s VilA panel of four drama authorilage Vanguard and Los Angeles’
ties will evaluate the students on
Troubador,
their acting, directing and other
An SJS freshman, Al Merriam
aspects of play production.
The panel is made up of Dr.
will play guitar and banjo backJack H. Neeson, SJS associate
ground music for Foster during
professor of drama; Mrs. Sharon
I be second half of the program.
A. Bower, SJS instructor in
speech; Roger D. Gross, of the
IN PERSON!
University of Santa Clat a speech
no n Mom Talked About
and drama department; and JoS
leen Holm, co-director of the
ODETTA
King Dodo Playhouse.
SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM
THURS. EVE., MAR. 21. 8:30 PM
Among those schools particiTicket) 53 75 53 SO 53, 52
pating and the play they will
In Person! Mr. Plano
present are Woodrow Wilson
ROGER WILLIAMS & CO.
junior high, "The Happy JourSAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORRita
ney to Trenton and Camden;"
FRI. EVE., MAR. 30. 8:30 PM
San Jose high, "Aria Da Capo;"
Tickets, $4. $390, $3. $2.50, RIM
Hayward high, "The Glass MeT
5,t!r, CM( W76715211
3
Watkins
San Jose Phone
nagerie:" and Herbert Hoovei
hiuh. "Women in Council."

3rd Play Festival
Begins Tomorrow
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Alto at FOX
THE BROKEN LAND
s.tl, Kent Taylor

FRANCENUYEN
Also at MOONLIGHT
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’Mean, Dynamic’ Singer
At SJS Concert Tonight
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THE TRUMPET
with Rafael Mendez
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Abe’s Instructions to Grant
So there won’t be any hard feelings after Bob surrenders
to you at Appomattox, take him out to lunch at TICO’S
TACOS and buy him one of those Special Combinations for
only 89c.

PRACTR ’ALLY INDISTRUCTABLE
Paddle and Saddle co-ordinates in cocoanut-white and orangewhite combination! Wonderful wash ’n wear cotton
that’s watnr-repellent, wrin4ln-resistant.
Slim skirt. 8-18, 4.90. Pedal pushers, 10-18, 4.49.

Tico’s Tacos
4411 and St. James

Jamaicas, 8-18, 3.98. Jacket top, 8-18, 2.90.
HALES SPORTSWEAR, SECOND FLOOR

Pow
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Dim T

Three Professors Discuss
Public’s View of I.A. Dept

New Fraternal Pledges
taint.", fiat, iii
Bated new names to their spring
pledge roster. A total of 139 men
took part in rush week and ent
on to pledge the various Greek
organizations. Rush a eek extends
from the Sunday before the semester starts to the following Sunday.
Following are the separate Ira.
tern
:Intl their pledge lists.
DELTA SIGMA PHI
Warren Manua, Dennis Nelson
Austin, Richard A. Cantu, Willizun
John Creelman, James Alt on
Davis, Joe Andrew Franck, Bob
Manning Gevvertz, Bob Nelson
Johns, Erik Robert Laursen, Steve
Lead le y , Dennis John Mapes,
Arthur Patrick McAweeny, George
Harvey Owren, William Harley
DELTA UPSILON
All A. Alley, Fred L. Bucher,
Mike J. Collett, Wayne A. Holbrook. Richard A Keller, Ronald
C. Ladrech, John J. Macker,
Robert B. Macumber, Steve H.
O’Keefe, Hanry E. Polley, Dick H.
Stewart, Chuch E. Walsh, John A.
Weir.
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Bill Brown. Ray Burton. Rich
Coble, Jim Day, Carl Disher, Bob
Devyak, Dave Geyer, Bob Motherly, Dave Morris, Doug Morris.
Steve Morse, Herm Sh a ver
Charley Wilson.

SAVE ALL THE
YEAR ’ROUND
4 Ply Knitting
Worsted
. .
25c oz.
405.
$1 00
This is a just a sample
of the savings at .
.

THE YARN SHOP
319 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
San Jose (opposite Emporium)
Open ThJr1 & Fri En.., 7-9

I III
\ is 511’ k
iiran,
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Larry I. 1.,01. Angel. 1 luddad,
Jett Kerry, Bob Liddle, Gary Ryle,
Torn Shanley, Bob Schwarzenback,
Steve Snyder, Eugene Zimmerman.
PI RAPPA ALPHA
Tony Broacissood. Dave Campbell, Don Cent, Al Duncan. Tom
George, Gary Gerlach. Jim Glockner, Ron Paitich, 13111 Probst, Jack
Proctor, Dave Vargas, Bob Watson, Paul Winterhalder.
SISAL% ALPHA EPSILON
Robert Harlan Brown. James
Bell Banat, William Roger Coltrin, James Franklin Dunn, Dan
Charles Gal to, David Cute Griffel,
Gary Martin Hansen, Milton
Gerald Hanson, Henry Alan Hillebrecht, Jorn Erik Hinge, William
Ray alcAlister, John Edward McDonald, Thomas Murphy, William
M. Mylerberg, Kirk Philip Patterson, Gary Taylor Sharp, Francis
Anthony Smith, Kurtwood Larson
Smith, Joel Alan Stinchfield, Wilbur Leroy Whitlock, Robert Harold
Yox.
SIGMA CHI
Gary Arbuckle, Bob Bailey, Jim
Ballard. Larry Brunner, Manuel
Cordova, Wayne English, Dennis

Chaplain To Speak
On ’Leadership’
IColonel, USAF)
Chaplain
William J. Clasby will speak on
"The Dynamics of Moral Leadership" Monday in TH55. His lecture. sponsored by the Air Force
ROTC detachment at San Jose
State and the lecture committee, will begin at 11:30 a.m.
A native of the Peninsula,
Chaplain Clasby received his BA
at St. Patrick’s seminary in Menlo Park. His post graduate work
in philosophy was done at
Georgetown university, Washington, D.C.
His present duty is as command chaplain at the Air University. Maxwell AFB, Ala. Previous duty tours have seen the
chaplain in Okinawa, Japan, Manila, Alaska, and several bases
within the continental United
States.

PACE OPTICAL COMPANY
Prescriptioniu,,i
CONTACT LENSES
A COMPLETE OPTICAL LABORATORY
242 MERIDIAN ROAD
Bo Park & San Carlos
Free Parking
CYpress 7-1939

BANK OF AMERICA BLDG.
Second Floor
CYpress 2-1939

COPTINOINT C10, Tel COCA-COLA

.....
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60,000,000 times a day
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Lapchis, Phil Lenz, Phil Martin,
the Industrial Arts
Some
Frank Moeller, Mike Ritter, Dave department a vocational school.
T we Ike r, John Warass, John Others charge it is not creative,
Youngblood.
but rather a large copying room.
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Still others cannot see it as a
Lee Anderson, Phil Baker, serious enterprise.
Howard Blonsky, Jim Carr. Ken
"If there are any misconcepColt, Bob Cook, Fred Gaebe, Dan tions of our department, it is
Hager, Jim Heiner, Mike Ilene- probably our own fault. When
veld, Lyal Holmberg, Phil Hostet- we display finished student projler, Bill Kahn, Paul Kanter, Jim ects at exhibitions, we fail to
Lore. Jack Perkins, Gene Pet rina, show the viewer all the steps
Art Romero, Dan Scully, Gordon that were taken to achieve the
Stroud, Bill Weik.
finished product."
SIGMA PI
Thus, Dr. Ralph Norman, assoJames Kent Hackett and Charles ciate professor of industrial torts,
Jean Yazel.
and chairman of the departTHETA CHI
ment’s graduate program, atRobert Edwin Booth, Benjamin tacked the problem of public
Bycel, Steven J. DeCoite, Michael understanding of his field.
David Golde, William West Golds Dr. Norman was aided by two
borough, Lucien Charles Hass, E. of his colleagues. Dr. Daniel
James Raby. John Shore Seligman. Lopez, associate professor of inTHETA XI
dustrial arts, and Donald Be.
Randy Bliss. Dick Cowell, Ted
tando, assistant professor of inGain, Pete Jacobi, Finn Jerissen,
dustrial ails.
Waller.
Craig
Thompson,
Larry
’INDUSTRIAL SOCIETY’
Betando offered, "Industrial
arts is actually an expression of
the industrial society in which
we live."
Dr. Lopez voiced the view of

JFK Discusses
Reservists Problem

By MERRIMAN SMITH
WASHINGTON (UPI - Life,
said President Kennedy. can be
downright unfair and this affects
Just about everybodyincluding
reservists who want to be released from the Army right
away.
Thus, with a mixture of philosophy, commiseration and hardheaded appraisal of international
tension, the President coped at
his news conference Wednesday
with the difficult question of
when reservists can expect to go
home.
Kennedy was told of recent
demonstrations by some mobilized reservists and asked if he
could give some idea of how
much longer they must serve.
A PRESSING PROBLEM
This has been a pressing problem for some weeks. The military services called up about
156,000 reservists late last summer because of the mounting
crises in Berlin and Southeast
Asia.
The reservists were called to
active duty for one year. Two
new Army divisions are being
organized and they should he
ready for active service in August or September. There have
been reports the release of reserves might begin in late August, but there have been recent
small-scale protest demonstrations for quicker discharge.
The President told reporters
he sympathized with the reservists torn from their families and
jobs, but they would be released
"at the first possible date consistent with our national securdy."
CITES LIFE’S INEQUITIES
He said there was no evidence
of early settlement of the
trouble in Berlin or Southeast
Asia and reservists under such
troubled international conditions
were filling important roles.
"There is always inequity in
life," Kennedy said. "Some men
are killed in a war and some
men are wounded and some men
never leave the country. Some
men are stationed in the antarctic and some are stationed in
San Francisco.
"It is very hard in military or
personal life to assure complete
equality. Life is unfair."
Other news conference developments:
Geneva: Despite lack of progress at the Geneva disarmament
conference, Kennedy was not
ready to write it off as a diplomatic loss. He thought the talks
should continue.
The United States cannot accept a test ban treaty which
fails to provide for on -the-spot
inspection. Russia remains adamantly opposed to this idea

Strikes, Terrorism
Hit Algiers, Oran
ALGIERS, Algeria :UPI I
Strikes and terrorism paralyzed
Algiers and Oran yesterday as
the Secret Army Organization
challenged the power of French
troops and staged grenade and
gunfire attacks in Algeria’s two
biggest cities.
In Oran, OAS commandos
launched a grenade offensive
against Moslems, wounding at
least 22 persons, and terrorists
opened submachine gun fire on
the building housing the main
government prefecture. The fire
was aimed at the fourth floor
where the prefect regional governor had his apartment.
In Algiers, a series of flash
strikes by Europeans paralyzed
public transportation, halted air
traffic out of the city, shut down
gas stations, cut off the capital’s
water supply, and also interrupted electric power for over two
hours.
In the Algiers suburb of Bab
EI-Gued, European gunmen
mowed down Moslems in a
wholesale series of terrorist attacks.
By late afternoon at least 12
persons were reported killed and
30 wounded throughout Algeria.
This brought the casualty count
since Monday’s cease-fire to 171
dead and 202 wounded and the
year’s terror toll to 1930 killed
and 3769 wounded.
The OAS, in ultimatums, demanded that French troops and
police stay out of its strongholds
in Oran and Algiers.

MUN Sec. Gen.
To Be Interviewed
Sam Obregon, sect- . wy-general for the 1963 Model United
Nations session at San Jose
State, will be interviewed by SJS
student announcer Mark Thayer Sunday evening at 9:30 on
Showcase San Jose State over
radio station KLOK.
In the weekly radio mogram,
which features outstanding activities at SJS, Robert Irving
and Dave Stout will present a
report on Sparta Camp, held last
weekend at Asilomar in the
Santa Cruz mountains. Irving
and Stout will include several
interviews in the presentation.
The SJS radio-television news
center will present a five minute
news report over State Mike, a
regular feature of Showcase San
Jose State. A sports roundup
will also be presented.

Approved Apartments Still
Available for Men & Women
MODERN
UP TO DATE
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
RENTS TO FIT YOUR BUDGET

485 So. Ninth St.
Settled under aiithority of
The Cn Cola Company by So’. J6:6 13,..0, -1

CY 7-8877
y.
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of his partners when he
said, "People think we are teaching a trade out here. Primarily,
we area general education unit."
A good many of the Industrial
Arts majors after graduation become high school shop teachers,
but not tradesmen, as is thought.
The program is designed to advance Its non-teaching graduates
to a level where they are capable
of handling technical anti administrative problems in industry.
NOT UNCRF.ATIVE
The general public feels the
industrial arts program is strictly uncreative. "People think we
take someone else’s design and
reproduce it. Sort of a tell, show,
do. type thing." said Dr. Norman. "Nothing could be further
from the truth," he said.
Actually, the department offers original design courses in
art metals, general metal, ceramics, and wood. Students in a design production course are currently busy figuring how to build
a simple bookcase which will prevent any of the volumes from
toppling.
"Through this type of program,
the student gets a chance to
work with the mechanical as well
as the artistic facet of the job,"
Dr. Norman said.
As in nearly all technical fields
today, a lag exists in the industrial arts area as well, known
as the theoretical -practical lag.
Of the problem, Dr. Norman
said, "Right now, the designs we
are working on will become
1970’s shop projects."
I. A. GRADUATE
One of the department’s graduates, Maurice Philips, is currently teaching an accelerated
course In descriptive geometry at
Buchser high school.
While an undergraduate at
SJS, Philips wrote a work book
to he used with the course he is
teaching. The book is designed
for use in the junior college level, but is being used successfully by Philips’ advanced students
at Buchser.
An age-old problem also was
discussed by the three industrial
arts instructors; that of "which
came first?" Industrial arts or
science?
One of the men remembers recently visiting a high school open
house and seeing old plans, which
had been designed at SJS, not
only borrowed, but lifted bodil
from any identifying marks.
Another of the three men recently talked with a friend vvho
had visited an engineering open
house at another college. The
friend commented, "It was the
most beautiful display of industrial arts activities I’ve ever
seen."
Of the displays of complicate,
technical and highly polished displays of machinery and expositions, Dr. Lopez explained, "The
things done in the sciences toilto
are the same things we have done
for years, only the public is noticing them now since the fields
of physics and electronics are in
the spotlight. All this has happened since the Sputnik launching."
For mental and spiritual stimulation.
hear:
"THOU SHALT NOT KILL
THE FORGOTTEN
COMMANDMENT"
Supper at 5:40 p.m.
Meeting at 6:15 p.m.
ROGER WILLIAMS
FELLOWSHIP
Church Services:
0:48 cm., 11:00 A.m., 7:30 p.m.
GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
ea E. San Fernando
GEORGE L. "ShortyCOLLINS
CnIlopts ChanIaIn

JOHN AI AKEOS
Pastor

How Two Politicians
Can Profit by Nixor

By LYLE C. ’t%tt II0c
A
WASHINGTON (UPI,
couple of young politicians who
seek to be elected from Massachusetts to the U.S. senate could
profit from exposure to Richard
M. Nixon’s forthright manner in
dealing with a question that
might cost him some votes.

Nixon has announced for the
Republleari nomination for governor in California. The tough
question for Nixon was what to
do about the John Birch society.
The society has some voting
strength in California. Nixon’s
answer to the tough question was
this:
That members of the John
Birch society should purge Robert Welch from command of the
society or they, themselves,
should resign.
WELCH CONDEMNED
Nixon appeared this month before the California Republican
Assembly (CRAt in support of a
resolution condemning Welch’s
society leadership and urging Republicans to resign from it. The
CRA delegates before whom Nixon appeared represented about
12,000 Republican party leaders
and grass roots workers in California. The delegates voted to
recommend that Republicans recondemn Welch but refused to
sign from the JRS.
"I think that Robert Welch
ought to get out of the JBS or
that all Republicans ought to get
out of it." Nixon told the CRA.
"I will not endorse any Republican candidate in this year’s election who has not made the choice
between Robert Welch and
Dwight Eisenhower."
That is Nixon’s position and
ther is no double talk involved.
There is no doubt where Nixon
stands. That is the way a politician should take a position on
any issue of public interest. If
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United Campus Christian Ministry
PRESBYTERIAN

CONGREGATIONALOISCIPLES

Sunday Morning College Class
NEW TESTAMENT THOUGHT
AND MODERN CULTURE"

Sunday Morning College Class
"OLD TESTAMENT THOUGHT
AND MODERN CULTURE"

Christian Center 800 So. 10th
9:30 10:30
reader: Don Emmet, Presbyterian
Campus Pastor
This Sunday: "Authority and
Opposition"

9:45 to 10:45
First Christian Church, 80 SA 5th
Leader: Mari Rutledge, Gum
Pastor for United Church of Chrid
This Sunday: the Myth of Mesas"

National Lutheran Council

St. Thomas Chapel
A studs,. cIta cr.’ tor thst doubt.,
questtonr, and bstlievar.

Morning WorshlpSun., 10 a.m.
"A Kingdom Divided Falls"
Place: 300 S. 10th at San Carlos

Sermon:

Lutheran %Went Association’
Tuesday
6 p.m. Mid -weak Lentos Devotions
7 p.m. LSA discussing foreign student tuition: library hours and program.
Regional Retreat April 6-8
Pre -registration $2 by March 21
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
300 So 10th at San Carlos
Allan Dieter, Campus Pastor
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or: af Son lose S’ale
HAM FOR SUPPER?

We’r promised "Th. Deadly
Game" for the last two weeks, and
this Sunday we’re reolly coming
through. A real thriller about three
old gentlemen playing murder trial.
Everybody gets a chance to road.
Supper at 6, but it won’t be ham.
People’s feelings might be hurt
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
300 South 10th

THE WESLEY FOUNDATION PRESENTS . .
FOUR SUNDAY NIGHTS OF ENCOU NTER
Encounter with
1 DRAMA ’Dr. Herold Crain, Head of Speech and Drama 0,pt
March 18"The Visit,- by Friedrich Duerrenmatt
March 25."Dal at the Top of the Steirs," by W
Ingo
April I"J. B.." by Archibald McLeish
April E"Skin of Our Teeth," by Thornton Wilder
2. OTHER RELIGIONS (Dr. Lorry Leo. Prof. of History)
March 18Hinduism
March 15Buddhism
April 1Islam
April

3. THE Cll
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8C"lialr.
t
Mon Brown, Pastor , Calvary Meodist
th
March 18--"The Church in the World" (World Council)
March 25What’s Right With the Church?"
April I"The Meaning of Fellowship"
April 8"A Reason for Denominations"
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Set’. Bring Veer Friends.
Supper 6:00 p.m. Encounter 7:00 p.m. Worship 8:00 p.m.
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poise and figure
nukeuti visual
by M..
mitred will be discussed
peggy Walter at the Joint alum!, .
Phi Upsilon Urn,.
active meeting id
cot home economics honor society. Tuesday in 11E1 at 7 p.m.
The public is invited.
mrs. Walter conducts her own
in
Whim council for housewives
warp, Park. in the past, she has
taught modeling and charm at the
min Robert Powers modeling
for Jansen and
school and modeled
mute Stag. She was also active
Portis the fashion business in
o’, the., for 10 years.
Following Mn;. Walter’s talk,
here will be a question-;tral-cm;
over period.
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WHERE CAN I PUT 1T?Tom West, senior
engineering student and antique collector, contemplates the problem of where to put the
two -ton, five-foot gasoline engine which now
sits on the bed of his Model A truck outside

his home on S. 14th it. The engine has two
cylinders that are capable of developing about
40 horsepower. It was probably used in a sawmill about 50 years ago.

an00000coocecaeoco Senior Engineer Major
Collects Relics of Past
Llood :111(1
ti) alp anyone? ,
Some people in the past wanted it.
at least that is the label stamped
on the bottle. The 50 or 60-yearold bottle is but one of hundreds
collected by Tom %Vest, 21, senior mechanical engineering student,
West, who began collecting antiques several years ago, said he
found most of the bottles in the.
Santa Cruz mountains. One bottle,
real old-timers may remember, in
the soda bottle of about 50 years
, ago.
Instead of a metal cap, the hotties had a metal device with a
leather disc- that was held inside
the bottle, tight against the narrow neck. This kept the soda from
spilling, and to drink, one merely
pushed the rod down which forced
the leather piece further Inside
the bottle.
Ri.:STOREs ANTIQUE’S
West, oho likes to put his antiques in working condition, is now
in the process of restoring a Waco
R.N.F. hi -plane of about 1930 yin.
Cage. "It will take me a couple of
years to get the plane in flying
..ondition." he said.
"I bought the plane for $450
tmom a man that had It in an old
horn in Palo Alto," West explanted. Ile is president of the
Flying 20’s and intends to fly the

You ought to
come in and see
our big
selection of
both hot & cold
running
paperbacks.
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Theta Sigma Phi Holds
Installation Ceremonies

A $23.385 grant for an undergraduate chemistry research proBeta Pi, SJS chapter of Theta
gram has been awarded to San Sigma Phi, national professional ,
Jose State, the National Science journalism fraternity for women,
installed five initiates and six
foundation has announced.
The NSF grant provides for re- ’ledges during ceremonies held
Sunday in the college chapel.
search by selected undergraduate
Miss Jeanette Befame, staff restudents during both summer and
porter and feature writer for the
winter sessions, according to Dr. San Jose Neos, presided at the
Lloyd Van Alters, associate proles - fraternity’s first pledging and init.sor of chemistry and coordinator ation ceremony of the semen’,
Beta Pi Pies. Ellen Shulte olt.
if the SJS projects.
Students are advised on their ckited.
Miss Mary Knight, forme’ United
projects by 10 members of the SJS
are, Press foreign correspondent and
Chemistry department. They
current 5.15 graduate stiak-nt in
Dr. N. E. Albert, Dr. Albert J.
reception
Castro, Dr. H. J. DeBey, Dr. S. A.! librarianship’ alalke at a
following in the Spartan Daily ofEl 1,Vardarti, Dr. Ralph .J. Fessenden, Dr. 0. C. Lien, Dr. John NepInitiates include Marie Lopez.
tune, Robert W. Richardson. Dr.
’ Chris Headings, Verne ChristoffeiVan Alten and Dr . Donald M. .
Fcon.:gan .Ann Kuizertga and Barbara
West.
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Investment

Reclaim Deadline
For Lost Articles

StUdenils al,, risthpi.trell 10 l.sOltrIE
last semester or ttinr.V the beginning at this semester. must contact the lust and found, located in
the College Union. 315 S. Ninth
by May 3, in order to reclaim lost
articles.
A sale of the unclaimed Items
will be conducted by Spartan
Spears, sophomme women’s honorary society. May 3 and 4 in the
New pledges, according to faeul- outer Quad from TI a.m. until
ty adviser Mrs. Dolores Spurgeon. p.m.. according to Lynne Marto.
Casting :ro
.weammor,

Current Exhibition
By Industrial Arts

.1 display, covering the art of
investment casting, is currently being shown in the lobby of the Industrial Arts building.
The display illustrates the 0..
ing procedure from its ear’.
tit -plane as soon It.’,It.’,tie gets it into ilist411,- West said. Centennial hall stages, when wax is poured int.
plaster mold. Then the wax 1,
shape.
is located in that spot now,
In the basement of his parents’
Located on one side of the base- precision is fixed with two riser,home at 175 S. 14th st., he LsIment, which is stuffed with relics tithes and sunk in plaster oft,: IThe next operation involves 1 ,..!
working on the wings. "I got the of every description, is a 35 mm
c-omplete factory drawings which silent movie projector dating from Mg molten metal into one of
As the metal penetrates
will help a lot in putting the plane around 1915 to 1920. "1 havetubes.
a few ’
together," the engineering student newsreels from the 20’s that I want wax, it displaces the wax
said.
to see when I get the projector go- fine likeness of the original n.ing," the antique enthusiast ex- is produced. This process is
1929 MODEL A
called the lost-wax method.
In addition to restoring the air- planted.
Also on exhibit, are ornate
Also in the photographic line,
plane to working condition, West
ends, drinking goblets, a metal
has in various stages of restore- West brought out a negative of the
lamp shade and a brass Pine
tion four Model A’s and one Cliff House. The negative was on
a glass plate and the Cliff Hou.se holder.
Model T.
"Last year I drove one to Death was the one that burned in 1907.
Valley when I attended the West This photo was one of about 500
Coast Nature Study school." The taken between 1895 and 1910.
Outside, sitting on the bed of
1929 Model A, which he said was
in "new condition" two years ago, his Model A truck, West has a 50year-old, two cylinder gasoline enshows little sign of age today.
West, a member of the Model A gine. He found the engine in the
Ford club, has what he calls one Los Gatos hills where it apparent.
of the rarer Model A’s, a 400A ly had been used in a saw mill.
convertible sedan.
two-ton rusting hulk when he Corsages for
In the basement, where the colAll Occasions
lector keeps most of his old relics, found it, the engine was completeWest dusted off a 1920 type Edison ly restored and running for the SJS
10th & Santa Clara
CY 2-0462
phonograph and began playing mu- engineering open house.
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moto, Jody Kincaid. Drucilin Chanberg, Ann Phillips and Ccuolyn
Lund.
Kay Daly, vice prmicient of the
peninsula alumni chapter of Theis.
Sigma Phi, anti associate faculty
adviser Mrs. Irene Epstein Were
among the guests at the ceremony.
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A refreshing new -dea and so
delightfully tasty. Just shake
and pour. Makes uo to thirty
scrumptious buttermillc pancakes.
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Ask For If
At Your Grocer’s
Today

sic of the World War I era.
While listening to "Blue Hoosier
Blues," featuring Cliff Friend, Jack
Meakill and Abel Baer, West demonstrated his 1890 Chandler and
Price printing press. "I use it to run
off a few business cards now and
then," he explained. The press,
which is in excellent working condition, came from a shop in San
Francisco.
After changing the one-fourth
inch record ami putting on "Maggie! (Yes Ma’arril Come Right Upstairs," another platter made
around 1915, West came up with
a wooden test tube holder about
70 years old.
NEWSREEL% OF 10s
"I found it when the old San
Jose high school building was torn
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[FILTER -BLEND] is yours in Winston and only Winston.
Up tront you get rich golden tobaccos specially selected
and specially processed for filter smoking. Smoke Winston.

WINSTON TASTES GOOD like a cigaiette thou/a’!
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MAJOR lEARIE PREVIEW
to ei Ole
The Trari:r :,itiii,tirsed et eit)one the league III yet
The Tigers has.. n hat might
last year by sticking with the Yanhe the finest outfield in basekees almost all selson. They are
ball. Rock:. ColWelto 1.2911. 43
a team to he rcekeined with again
homers and 140 RBIs., along
this year.
with Cash, gives Detroit a oneDetroit nutst finl an answer to
tw 0 punch that produced bore
their shortsto:t problem if they are
RBIs than Mari. and Mantle
to move up nn the Yankees. Vetlast
eran Chico Fernandez t.24131 will
Al Kaline .3241 is one of t
battle Don Welt 1.129 with Denver,. If %Veit comes through, the finest outfielders in the game. Ile
Tigers may go a the way.
I is hack in his normal right field
position now that Bill Bruton is
Norm Cash (.361, 41 homers
in center.
mut is2 ititi-0 proved to the TiBruton i.257 I was getting accligers that their first bear spot
mated to the American league last
will be well -handled for many
year. The Tigers hope for an imyea.s.
provement.
Secom; liaseman Jake %Vocal
Backing up Colavito. Kallne.
came throuch iast year with a .258
and Bruton are Charlie MAN a rookie. The
batting average
well (.209) and Bubb.’ Morton
Tigers aie looking for him to im(.297). Rookie George Alusik
;WOVE. Some more.
(.2911 at Denver) is trying to
At third, another rookie. Steve
break in as a spare outfielder.
Horns i.2701 came through in fine
The big gums of the pitching
fashion last year. He may become
staff are Jim Bunning t 17-11).
one of the better third basemen in
Orin Mrssi 415-71 and Yankee-killFrank Lary (23-91. Their rec,rds speak for themselves.
Paul Foytack (11-10), Phil
Regan (10-7) and Sam Jones 19hi) provide good depth. Rookie
Dowle Koplitz (23-3 at Birmingham) hi highly -rated.
Catcher Dick Brown was on his
w ay to his finest season in baseall
year before he was hurt.
His .266 batting average and 16
READING
homers are an indication of what
1003 WORDS
Ire can do in two-thirds of a sea-

ARE YOU

PER MINUTE?

con do it with a
READAK READING
COURSE

Mike Roarke is another experi. nced catcher, but he will have to
:ight highly -rated Bill Freehan
143 with Duluth) to keep the sec-

Readak. 9
Country Ifiltag
375 Town
San Jose
CH 8.7674

.

PREDI(’TION: Second place.
Nest: The New York Yankees.

-

Delicious Burger Basket with potato chips.
Counter service and or self-service.

476

:

19c

The San Jose State judo team , an unlimited basis: there will
plays host to the California State, not be any weight etit.ses ..r
judo championships tomorrow at , rank barriers. Each team will
, enter Its flve best men.
Spirit and hustle are the main i p.m. in the men’s gymnasium.
The state championships were ,
’,Attires of San Jose State’s spring
Ten points will be given to a
:anthe San
to 11 on last year )hieh
t ball prartice. ries-online
team for each match that one of
will be
judo
club
back.
cisco
’
w.’,;tch Bob Titchenal.
wits members win. Total possible
A big brittle is shaping up for to defend its championship.
’points equal 50.
Other teams entered in the
the top quartet -brick spot between ,
San Jose State will enter two
hold. vers Dave Benillas and Bob I tournament include !Sebum 4.f
tile
I,teanis in inc
San
Kane and transfer Rand Carter.
t
L
.
Angeles.t
‘""Ith o
Fray’
of Larry
first
team will consist
Aecording to Titchenal, Car- , ebilro. StUltki R4 ....11 , St414.kt..11 .
7.1tuelloten, Lee Parr. Dave Sawter will definitely help the tram. ’ Hollywood, eiardenui and Pahl ter. Sanford Alcorn and Warren
He hit ;dad
res learned the of- i Alio.
Minioni
Local teams in the meet. in
fense and %%Ill gise Bonilla,, and
Although the second team
,
addition
to
SJS.
include
the
San’
a
battle.
Kane quite
hasn’t been named officially,
;
Jose
Buddhists
and
Pacific
judo
At the fullback spot Johnny
probable members are Nostima
Johnson is the No. 1 man right I club of San Jose
ilwartaki, Gilbert salki, t:reg
Tickets
for
the
event
are
$1
now. He is backed up by Mike
and
I Weaver, Dick Midge-mot
Miller. a holdover from last year, and can be purchased from memRich itlibtfion. Gilbert Soper and
along with Herb Engel and Jerry berg of the judo team or at the Paul Petrich are also penaldoorstomorrow night. The money
Bonetto.
Engel has had a bad ankle but collected will be used to finance bilit"’
Although the main battle will
shows a lot of promise, Titchenal the judo team’s trip to the intercollegiate championships, to be probably be between SJS and San
said.
Seinan judo club of
Walt Roberts and Willie Wil- held at the Air Force academy, Francisco.
Colorado Springs, May 10-12.
Los Angeles is a possible dark
liams are probably the top men at
The matches will be run on horse.
the right halfback position but they
will he pushed by four or five men.
Titchenal said that Bob Baughman
has good speed and potential.
Richard Berry. who haw a had
knee, and Maurice f’ompton
round out the top right halves.
The flankerback position is headed by Larry Doss. Giving Doss a
battle are Bill Goldsborough, Del
Olson and Alfred Kaurneheivea, who
played quarterback as a freshman
last year.
The left end spot is headed by
Gieg Rocha, who is the only returnee from last year’s squad. He
is being pushed by Dave Johnson
and Ron De Monne’’’, both of whom
are top receivers, according to
Titchenal.
The strongest position depthwhit- Is the left taekie post, Mellen:a said. Returning is Walt
Firstbrook, along with new men
Wendell Schell and Larry Ilansea who shows a lot of promise,
according to Titchenal.

Tochenal is looking for depth at
*
*’ right tackle. JIM? Gibbons and Don
*1
*’ Anderson ate the main possibilities
* right novv, but Titchenal may move
!Bali 1-lass or Jim Raby over from
ight guard.
*
Bass and Les Davis are the top
* men at the right guard position.

Weekend Special!

Ron McBride and Cecil Lincoin. returning from last year’s
squad, are fighting with newcomClosed
ers Rob Weight and and Boh
William
Young for the left guard spot.
***********************************************
Titehenai is joking for help at
renter. Steve Mumma and Rod
Thomas are returnees from last
, year’s squad.
S. 10th
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State Judo Tournament Gymnasts To Compete
Here Tomorrow Night In State College Meet

S
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Spirit, Hustle
Featured in
Spring Drill

*
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Bob Cousy To Pi -1y

The San Francisco team is led
by ex-Spartan Mel Augustine, Bill
Paul, recent over-all champion in
the senior Northern California
tournament, and Jim Jacobs.

NFL Expansion
Move Explained
By Dallas Owner

An interesting sidelight of the
tournament will be the rivalry between SJS coach Yosh Uchida and
!Ms brother, George, coach of II.
i’niversity of California team.
BALTIMORE UPI
The National Football league’s expansion
.
into Dallas was moved ahead one
year to "get off on an equal footing" with the then-forming Amerlean Football league, according to
The Spartan diamond crew faces
Clint Murchison jr., wealthy Texan.
Murchison testified in federal San Francisco state tonight at 7
court Wednesday as the AFL’s p.m. in Municipal stadium.

Diamond men Face
Gators, Air Base

ALITALIA AIRLINES

"A STUDENT’S VIEW OF EUROPE"

OAKMONT, Pa. (UPI) --Galleries at the U.S. Open Golf
Championship June 14-16 will be
able to keep track of the leaders
I on four giant scoreboards requiring 1’20 scorekeepers to post and
supply the figures.

Here’s deodorant protection

dependable. Glides on smoothly,
record time. Old Spice Stick Deodorant
most economical deodorant money can

59 DAYS

&ztt, Joe) coo,
agtotadiaieti
fok oitts 495
VALUE OVER $75.00

,t
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Your membership in International
Dinner Club will entitle you to
rrceire 22 wonderful dinners ’’ON
TIIE HOUSE- nt 22 of the finer
revtaurants, here in the area.

The INTERNATIONAL DINNER CLUB is a wonderful plan to
encourage you to dine out more often. You will certainly enjoy
the finest of food served. Wonderful entertainment and service
unsurpassed.. . A Tremendous Saving!
Your S4.95 membershiji in The International Dinner Club is
good for a FULL YEAR and may be used up as list, or as slow as
you wish. You’ll receive a handsome,. pocket-sized check book
containing 22 dinner checks, one for each of the different restaurants. Each check is worth the lull price of one complimentary
dinner with the purchase of a paid dinner of the same value.
So you see, you get two dinners for the price of one. By using
just one or two certificates, you regain the full cost of your
membership.
You will receive your dinner book within a week, and you
can start using it and enjoying your wonderful dinners at once.
Yes, over S75.00 worth of the finest cuisine in return for your
54.95 membership. See guarantee below.
AB MEMBERS OF THE INTERNATIONAL DINNER CALM
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KEN’S HOUSE OF PANCAKES
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erner About IlreaYloat and
Bowling Sunday Morning,

For farther information and doioilod four folder,
call or writs

PALM BOWL

ALITALIA AIRLINES
ID Gooey St., S.F.
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England, Scotland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark,
Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Italy, San Marino,
Monaco, France, Holiand.

It’s the active deodorant for

STICK
DEODORANT

’

Menlo College,

active men ...absolutelt

acVate

4v

PETIT PARIS ut.

You begin to know Europe on,1 the plriasares which await
you there, when you board the superb ALITALIA aircraft,
the Super DC -8 Rolls-Royce
itiLITAIJA’S impressive
cuisine, attentive service and ri itf al cabin decor all justify
its worldwide reputation for +I-,
t’ansporteflon.

1923.

58.

AN ADVENTURE IN INTERNATIONAL CUil,

woods Word ISTIOUL

Tour escorted by David Rath,
Popular English liv,fructor at

Old Spice Stick Deodorant...fr.sest, neetest way to dispeedil..... dries in
most cam enient.
buy. .

NEW YORK
Cann, head basketball coach
at
New York University from
led his teams to 409 Mete’s.
against 232 defeats for a .638 wa.
nine percentage.

THE INTERLUDE

Visiting
"fay, et fry day protection

WINNER

P.F:4

ikts.21D.

OuS OtTni

YOU CAN TRUST

Dare won the rope cli
wan
a 4.4 time. Lucero won
the kid,
horse, Hoffman won the
horioni,i
bar and Carter took
tumbling

After San Francisco took a first
and a third in the first event, the
free exercise, and a first and a
third in the second, the trampoline, they led 22-10 .
San &ate was not to he counted out, however. The locals took
a first and a second in the rope- -

THESE 22 RESTAURANTS

Ana
An Alitalia Super DC -8 Rolls-Royce Jetliner

gap
loth
final
jos,

Hal Wood of San F’ranciscov
If there is such a thing as a
comeback victory in gymnastics, won three events, the free es.
the
Spartans
pulled one
out cise, the trampoline and thr.
allel bars.
Wednesday night.

The freshman squad faces the
University of California frosh in
a game Saturday at 10 a.m. on the
Spartan diamond.
The same day the varsity journeys to Castle Air Force base for
a 1 p.m. game with the air foice
The witness said he was told, team. Earlier in the season Castle
six months in advance of the AFL’s I defeated 8.38
founding, that the older league!
! REAL NAME
"definitely" planned to pine,
I
NEW YORK (UPI) Middleteam in Dallas.
weight boxer Yatna Bahama’s real
The AFB. contends the NFL
name is William Putter. He hails
evpanded to Dallas at a tin...
from Bimini, DWI.
when the new league was about
to place a team there. This, It
I’. charged, was part of a plan
to squeeze out the AFL. The
Big Auto
Insurance Savings Announced
AFL claims it was injured hy the I
MOW.

The visitors closed
slightly in the rings,
but
teams got eight points in
the
event, tumbling, giving
San
State its second win of
the

Other Spartans entered In the
Weans:intent are: Ed Iloff111111111.
Mike Lacer., Charlie Allen and
Frank Johnson.

the franchise for the NFL’s Dallas
Cowboys, got down on the defenshe line for the NFL, which is
charged by the younger league
with expanding in an effort to keep
the AFL out of the profes.sional,
I
football business.

Women and married men over
21: $71 less 0t3 dividend, or a net
of US (based on current 17 per
cent dividend). Single men under
25: 5252 less $43 dividend. or a net
of 5209.
Liebility: 55.000
510/20,000 Bodily
Properly Damage and WO Medicel
Payments. Other coverages at cons.
Parable savings. Payments can be
made oe, twice or four times
year. Call or wife for full into,.
motion to Georg* 14. CarnpbII,
SM sisoi Avenue. Sunnyvale,
Hunt 9.1741 (day I Hite).

rihinti. the side boo., and
horizontal bar, and
n .-Il’i
and third In the paralirt
1’4’
. h_at,
t,,,,
give them a 33-42
lead.

Dan Landers and Ron Dare are
going to try for a time in the rope
climb that will qualify them for
the NCAA championships next
week.

S10-million anti-trust suit against
San Jose will be out after rethe NFL moved through its venge for the 4-3 loss it received
fourth week. Judge Roszel Thom- I from the Gators in Its first game
sen is hearing the case without a of the season.
Currently SJS has won six games
jury.
Murchison, who later acquited against seven defeats.

Murchison went on to say he offered to divide the prospective Dallas franchise with, or even to turn I
it over entirely, to Lamar Hunt.,
One More Season
founder of the AFL. after Hunt
was discouraged in attempts to get
BOSTON UPI r--Despite an apan NFL franchise In Dallas. Hunt
parently tempting offer to enter
also is a wealthy Texan.
the college coaching ranks. vet The trial continues today.
I eran Bob Daisy will spend at least
’I one more season as the playmakline ace of the Boston Celtics.
The 33-year-old Cousy made that
tannouncement after a 90-minute
I discussion with Walter Brown.
Presents
ownei of the National Basketball
assn. champions. anti Arnold (Red,
Auerbaeh, the coach who has directed Boston to three!. successive
NBA crowns and seven consecutive Eastern division titles.
The talks came while the Celtics
were holding their daily workout on
the Boston garden court where they
open their best -of-seven Eastern
division playoff finals with the vietor of the Philadelphia -Syracuse se41;-‘‘
ries next Satinday afternoon.

Convenience

San Jose State s gymnast. g..
to Long Beach Saturday for the
ICalifornia state college gymnasI tics tournament.
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a--..,1
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INTERNATIONAL DINNER CLUB
Iti) Park Avenue, San Jose. California
i,iinom it 14 IS cash, cherll or money order rem each one ler

104 11 IISI Please send any (Low Club Check Beloit contstrityl
fn,
member5h,0 I understand that 1 mar start us.ne the CMOs ,m,vrshs,Ir
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SJS Spikers To Battle Oregon, (al
"It will take a miracle to beat
Oregon. But we’ve performed miracles before."
SJS Coach Bud Winter yesterday expressed this view of tomorrow’s track and field titanic
between San Jose State, Oregon
and California at Berkeley.
Running events get under way
at Cat’s Edwards field at 1 p.m.,
with the field events following at
1:30. Coach Dean Miller’s Spartan (nosh battle a powerful (alifornia freshman contingent in a
meet to be run concurrently with
the varsity clash. The rkia events
in that one, however, will begin
early, at II amt.

SPARTAN DAILY -7

Golfers Down Bears,
Take on USF Today
slammed their way through rain, a
tricky wind, and even a little hail.
as the Spartans picked up their
second victory in three starts.
The locals go after their third
win today, when they take on the
University of San Francisco at the
dayglazing hot in biting cold weath- San Jose country club,
Coaches Walt McPherson and
er. Aragona and Hornbeak along
uith Johnny Lutz, who shot a 71, Jerry Vroom will give Aragona,
Hornbeak, Lots and Mike Tanzer a break today after their
FREE 45 r.p.m. Records
sharp rounds (Tenzer shot a 74).
with each Haircut
The coaches will go with Gene
Were open Mon. thru Sat."
Miranda, Jack Goetz, Harlan
Commercial Barbershop
Krantz, Tom Barber (son of PGA
428. South 1st St., El Paso Court
champ Jerry Barber), Tom George,
appts. it desired. CY 3-8804
and Steve Brown.
Goetz and Krantz broke into the
JUST ARRIVED!!
starting six yesterday with 77s. The
Direct from France
pair had started off the season
The famous
slowly, but according to Coaches
HELYETT 10 -SPEED
McPherson and Vroom show imROCKY MOUNTAIN SPECIAL
pressive potential.
sires fully equipped
hr. to 25" frame
for moo
Hornbeak and Lots, who were
Trade-las
$92.59
Tenn
paired off together against Jerry
PAUL’S CYCLES
Rekers and Jim Giffen of (’all1435 The Alameda CT 34766
brats, easily handled their opponents and picked up nine
points for the Spartans.

By DON IliAPMAN
Bill Aragona shot a 67 and Grant
Flornbeak shot a 69 to lead the
sas Jose gulf team to a 21%-5%
leo over the California Bears at
the San Jose country club yester-

"ME, A LOVE
BOMB"
’Seems I can’t even
walk down the street
in my new slacks without being followed
by women. I wish
they’d show more
self-control. Not that
I blame ’em. Taper
slacks are hard to
resist.’

Lotz, who won the Alameda
Commuters tournament last weekend for the third time, picked up
four birdies and five bogies for a
one over par round.
Hornbeak got hotter as the
weather got colder and found his
chipping sharp as a tack, as he
birdied two holes on the back nine
and birdied one and bogied two on
the front, for one under par. It
was his first round in the 60s this
spring.
The golfers’ hands were almost
numb until they warmed up.
"The first couple of holes I
could hardly feel the club," Hornbeak said. "After swinging several
times I was okay, though."
Aragona came on with several
very sharp holes after warming
up in the chilling wind. He found
the early going rough as did Hornbeak.
Mike Tanzer paired with Aragona, while Krantz and Goetz
were paired together. The entire
group showed a team effort with
the impressive win, after getting
turned away by the Fresno state
divotmen last week.
Cal’s lowest score was a 75, shot
by John Shoenberger.
Following their match with USF
today, the Spartans face the University of Pacific and Sacramento
state college in a triangular meet
at Stockton Thursday, and Santa
Clara Friday at Ahnaden country
club.

Netters Beat
Gael Squad,
Battle USF

CAN HE BEAT BURLESON?
SJS’ Ben Tucker, pictured below
winning the mile in 4:11.9 in
Saturday’s Vandenberg meet,
faces the supreme test tomorrow at Berkeley. Tucker, who
has a best of 4:08.7, will run
against Dyrol Burleson, holder
of the American mile record of
3:57.6.

Mermen Compete
With Tigers Today,
After 24th In Row
The San Jose swim team will
go after its 24th win in a row
when it meets the University tal
the Pacific today in the Spartan
pool at 3:30 p.m.
The SJS freshman team will
meet Sunnyvale high school tomorrow at 2 p.m. in the Spartan
pool.
The Spartans are looking forward to the NCAA championships
to be held at Ohio state university
Thursday through Saturday.
Coach Tom O’Neill hopes that
the ASB will finance the trip to
Columbus for five of his team
members. Phil Whitten, Bob Wegman, Bill His-d, Steve Skold and
Dave Corbet.
SJS’ medley relay has already
posted a 3:48.6 clocking to lead
the teams west of the Mississippi.
They should be a strong contender
in the championships.

Wouldn’t It Burn You?
BUFFALO, N.Y. (UPI) -Richard E. Daly, 21, worked for two
years as a member of the Erie
county civil defense auxiliary fire
corps without damaging one Piece
of county-furnished equipment.
Joining the Buffalo Fire Dept.,
where he has to pay for his own
equipment, Daly ripped to shreds
a $20 rubber coat at his first fire.

LATER, BABY, LATER . . .
LET ME FINISH MY CI FIRST."

TAPERS/0
4.95 to 6.95

MEN’S STORE
181 SOUTH FIRST ST.
San Jose 13, California
CYpress 4-5534

7e
Soy.J ctore
and

Ccileye Chop
321 S. lit Si.

Newman Knights,
Rumrunners Win
In Court Action
Only two of the scheduled four
basketball games in the intramural slate were played Wednes
day.
The Rumrunners won its class
B game over the Red Hoard
47-26. Ray Marizzi was the top
scorer for the Rumrunners with
18 points.
In Class C competition the
Newman Knights No. 1 beat APO
41-27. John Winding scored 23
points for the Knights and Jim
Sweeney scored 15 points for APO.
Lambda Delta Sigma won its
game by forfeit over the 69ers,
also in Class C competition.
In class F the only game scheduled was between AFROTC No. 2
and Seagrams V. AFROTC No. 2
won by a forfeit.

This boy has the right
ides. Don’t let anything stand in the way
of your reading
CAMPUS
ILLUSTRATED I
the new na t
magazine for all
college students.
What’s in the April
CI for you?

SUMMER JOBS - how to get yours! CAMPUS
INTEGRATION -how far, how fast? UNCLE SAM
WANTS YOU - latest on deferments ! WHO
APPEAI,S TO COLLEGIANS? -20 top ehnier,..
IllRNETT-fame, fortune and frustration.
CAR
and: DI BICOFF, KILGALLEN, SULLIVAN, SAROYAN
BRUBECK. PLUS: NEWS, BOOKS, RECORDS,
CAREERS, FASHIONS.
CET ,4PRIL CI AT
"SO NOW, BABY, NOW.
NEWSSTANDS & BOOKSTORES"

The broad Jump sl Id be
of the elosest events of the meet
With all three schools liaising
a chance to win it. &IS has 11:ill
Roberts (23-544 this season) And
Bart re nollo ( 2S-I .74) 0 regial
has Jerr) Close (23-S3liI and Cal
has Todd liaskell (23-2).
Oregon’s Martin Frank t14 -8i
will be favored in the pole vault.
Spartans Bruce Turnbull and Ken
Bowen have been over 14 feet.
The high jump compel it
should be one of the day’s top
events with all three teams boasting 6-8 01 better jumpers. SJS
Vance Barnes has been 6-10, while
Cat’s Gene Johnson and the Ducks’
Terry Llewellyn have both cleared
the lower figure.

the same day.
Probably the top event of the
day, from the typical fan’s viewpoint, will be the 100.yard dash.
Three of the world’s finest moaners, Oregon’s Harry Jerome (9.3
bestt and SJS’ Dennis Johnson
t9.3) and Jimmy Otnagberni i9.4).
will match talents in that one. The
three speedsters are also slated to
compete In the 220.
Miller predicts the freshman
meet "alit go right dour. to the
ref:vv.-me Cal yearlings are the
best in the ...boors historv, at -cording to Miller.
CS.A.1%/11.1

.421,4KZ,,ELUZUZIZ:LIF

Old World

Charm

:711.1ZIRJEUX290
Dining

Authentic Bavarian

.11

Food

Music Every Night
t,rouSUNDAYgil
^tightftrAell
,

Die Rhinelander

THU RSDAY

-

Wilda
Baughn
and Her Piano

Fri. &BSaantd. Nites

garden

Civ ....11ofirau

51 So. Market

CY 7-2002

SPECIALS

for Busy

SAN JOSE STATE STUDENTS
SEAT COVERS, famous
-Howard Zink"

SAFETY BELTS
6.000 lb. Protection
State Approved.

6.95

WHEEL COVERS
Large stock. P661 Wheel fit:,
No 5700.
7.66
RUBBER FLOOR MATS
Clear P.
2.95

Double Edge Razor Blades
Fined Surgical Steel, honed in oil.
Full money back guarantee. 25-30o,
100-850, 200.81.50, 500-$3.30, 1000$5.75. Postpaid. Packed 5 blades to
package, 20 packages to carton.
C.O.D. orders accepted. Postcard
brings general merchandise catalog.
TAYLOR PRODUCTS CO.
17 Overlook Rd., Chatham, N.J.
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America’s Most Beautiful Hofbrau

Dan hitudney, recovered from a
hark injury, and big flare% Edwards give the Spartans a potent one-tyvo winch in the discus. Ktudney has flung the discus
174-4 and ’,Alward* is 4.1010. behind at 173-5. Oregon’s Ditse
Steem had a heave of 185-8
weekend, however.
Oregon’s Dyrol Burleson, holt
of the American mile record
3:57.6, figures to win the mile, ;although Spartans Ben Tucker and
Ron Davis could give. him a El.,:
for his money. Tucker, who h..
best of 4:08.7, was timed in 4
and Davis in 4:19.8 against V
denberg Saturday, while Burk -ran a 4:12.2 against Fresno sl

../Ey

The fresh pole vault should. INty
outstanding duel between
SJS Roger Werne and Cal’, Ian.,
nut Peacocke. one of only 12
etc to ever clear 19 feet in 10: Ii
school. Weme has cleared 11-1 in
practice. Miller says.
The Cal ftx..stuaten have five
sprinters who ran the 100 in less
than 1U seconds in high whorl’,
Millet says. lie plans to murder
by holding 440 flash Dwight Middleton iaut of the quarter and doutiling him with Lloyd Murad its the
i.entury and 220.

ture an

RMSTRONG TIRES
En... TI/GELES,
qu.ao 12.77

We Are Equipped To Install

HEG.

D&D Auto Supply
Successors to Ur., Auto Sup
1411 Fovworthy Ave.
Foxworthy Shop. Cfr AN 6.7570

Springfield Player
Ups Scoring Lead
Bill Sweeney of the Springfield
Indians has gained a little elbow
room in his tussle with teammate
Brian Kilt-ca for the American
Hockey league scoring championship.
Sweeney scored his 34th and
35th goals of the season Wednesday night while Kilt-en was
blanked as the Indians outlasted
the Pittsburgh Hornets, 7-5.
Sweeney now has 94 points, three
more than Kilrea, in his bid for
a second straight AIIL scoring
crown.
The Indians opened a 3-0 lead
in the opening period but needed
late goals by Bob Kabel and Kent
Douglas to fight off the Hornets.
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At your favorite campus shop

kleed144

The Spartan tennis team hits
the road today in an attempt to
make it two victories in a row
with a win over the University of
San Francisco Dons. Game time
is 2 p.m. at San Francisco.
Despite the fact that two regulars were absent Wednesday, San
Jose State’s tennis team swept to
its most decisive victory of the
season, shutting out the St. Mary’s
Gaels 7-0 at Moraga.
Two of the singles matches were
won 6-0, 6-0, while the other three
were won, 6-0, 6-1.
Gordon Stroud, No. 1 man, and
Russ Wright, playing No. 2 in the
absence of Lee Junta and Stinson
Judah, scored the shutouts. Bob
Adams, Al Hanis and Mark
Wayne defeated their singles opponents by the 6-0, 6-1 score.
In doubles play. Stroud and Bob
Burton won 6-2, 6-0, while Adams
and Wright scored a 6-3, 6-1 victory.

"We’re going to fight for every
point." Winter said. "If they are a
better team, they’ll have to prove
it on the field, not in the news./
papers."
Winter stated that the Spartans
will have to pick up first places
In a number of key events if they
are to upset the powerful Ducks.
He cited the broad jump, pole vault.
high jump, discus and the mile.

IT’S THE

TALK
OF SAN JOSE!
ANGELO’S

1.15

FAMOUS
DINNER
STEAK
VISIT
OUR

Lariat
Roam
SOON

ANGELCYS
STEAK HOUSE
72 E. SANTA CLARA
ME PARKING-ALI AI BAAL’S, 355. 3rd

How would
you forecast
your next
few years?
Today, the young wan planning his life realizes
as never before that in today’s world his owri
future is tied inevitably to America’s future.
How can he serve both?
Many college graduates, both men and women,
are finding a rewarding answer on the Aerospace Team - as officers in the U.S. Air Force.
Here is a career that is compelling in its challenge and opportunity. And it is a way of life

that holds the unsurpassed satisfactions

that

come with service to country.

a college student, how can you
become an Air Force Officer?
1’ sou have not completed Air Force ROTC,
mcer Training School provides an opportunity to quagfy for a variety of vitally needed jobs
in the Aerospace Age. A graduate of this threemonth course earns a commission as a second
lieutenant. Also open to college men is the
Navigator Training program,
For full information - including the chance to
obtain graduate degrees at Air Force expense see the Air Force Selection Team when it visits
your college. Or write: Otlicer C., cer Information. Dept SC21. Box Sits. tve,. ),,,k I. N. V.
As

U.S. Air Force

FOR AMERICA’S FUTURE AND YOUR OWN. ..JOIN THE AEROSPACE TEAM.

8-SPARTAN DAILY
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’Bootstrap’Operation Under Way
To Industrialize Agrarian Mexico
By TVS B.11111
With two summers behind him
in Mexico, and the prospect of
spending this coming summer in
Torreon. Daniel C. Lopez, associate
professor of industrial arts, has
a lot of memories of that fastgrowing land.
Lopez, speaking only Spanish in
his instruction, was responsible for
training instructors to teach basic
industrial skills to people going into industrial areas. The would-be
teachers came from six Latin
American countries and were
taught under the auspices of the
Embasy of the state department. Lopez’ boss.
At present, in Mexico, there is
a gigantic bootstrap operation underway to elevate the country to a
major industrial power, from a
once-quiet agricultural economy. A
group called CIP spearheads the
drive behind industrial orientation,
Lopez said the U.S. doesn’t have a
counterpart of the group in our

uttiaiti> Is:cause of its development Within this program, experts from
in industrial areas.
all phases of industry and marketing are brought in from other
FEW GRADUATES
countries to show the local offiEducation is another thing that cials skills and methods involved
interested Lopez on his recent In setting up a similar program
visit. "Only one out of 1000 start- on Mexican soil.
ing elementary school pupils ever
NEW PRIDE
graduate from the university," he
Mexico has gotten a new air of
said. Mexico’s education is free and
public. Lopez said that no one pride and has repaintea its image
really knows how large the Uni- from that of a sleepy peon, nodversity of Mexico is, but conserv- ding in the noonday sun, to a
ative estimates place the enroll- nation with its blue shirt sleeves
ment figure at 70,000.
rolled up. Its new agressive spirit
Lopez explained the reason be- has even carried over into its inhind the huge enrollment. It seems ternational relations.
the regulations do not include
Last year. she placed an emflunking a student. If he receives bargo on Norwegian cod. Norway
a low grade, he is expected to used to rely heavily on its sale of
make it up. but is never dropped this fish to Mexico, and is not
from the rolls. Thus, the "profes- happy over the ban, according to
sional" students pad the enroll- Lopez. But Mexico felt she should
ment statistics considerably.
stress her own products and enMexico’s CIP program is cen- courage the sale of fish taken
tered in six major industrial areas. from her bountiful fishing waters.
L eo n, Guadalajara, Chihuahua,
SI-PERM A R KETS
Torreon, Puebla and Monterey.
A n o t h e r American curiosity
springing upall over urban Mexico
is the supermarket. It is seriously
cuting into the volume of sales of
the small merchant. Lopez noted
that American canned goods in the
supermarkets run about four times
their stateside price, and that the
Mexican canned goods are excellent in quality and ve
,i
very inexpert-

ENGINEERS
ELECTRICAL

STATE CONSTRUCTION
PROGRAMS
DESIGN
ELECTRICAL
FEATURES

Hospitals
Colleges

Hydraulic structures:
Purroing Pont

Representatives of Engineering Personnel Services will be
on campus to interview senior students in electrical engineering on MARCH 29.
C,.,ci.nl’act your placement office for interview
arrangements.

CLASSIFIEDS

536
’55 Ford 2 door ’/-- ..
5. $275.
11 5t, AP*
Aluminum sliding windows MGA 144
^ow. sell con $90 e best offer. Stock
VGA windows $60 -.eve $40 oe best of-1
ter. Phone CL 9-0404 afeo 4:30.

1414

;

Ski boots, No. 8. Call Morris,
CV 4-9687,

’59 A.-14. Sprite, hardtop, nrW
C’S 7./068

tires

fellnwshiP Sunday night at 6’15 at
Grace Baptist church. 484 E. San
Fernando St.
Dave Childs, Oakland city colTickets are now on sale for an
lege student, and John Schroeder.
open house barbecue sponsored by
SJS senior, will take opposim
Epsilon Pi Tau, the Industrial Arts
sides in the discussion.
international honorary fraternity.
The feed is scheduled as part of r*********************.*
the three-day open house festiviEvidently, a dissatisfied teacher’ ties at the Industrial Arts depart- *
:
is not to be found in Mexico. Many ment, and will take place from 5 :#
* For steady, pleasant work in *
university professors donate their to 7 p.m. on May 3, at the barbe: air-conditioned comfort, drive :
area
beside
the
women’s
pit
cue
time without pay as a matter of
: a SCANDIA MOBILE*
professional pride. It is not un- gym.
Tickets are available in the : SODA FOUNTAIN.
.1
common for a doctor or lawyer to
be instructing a university class lobby or the office of the IA buildsteak,
include
ing.
The
menu
will
and to have to prolong the class
for the full summer because emer- green salad, french rolls and cof241-4020
gencies had kept him from regular fee or punch. A special children’s *
:
Call for appt. any time
*
plate will be featured at 50 cents.
lessons.
*
4r? eeeeeeteeeeeeee4eee ease*
Automation is beginning to pre- Regular price is $1.75.

: STUDENTS ! :
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JUNE GRADS

.7
:
E

Accounting, Busincss, Liberal Arts,
Social Science, Criminology

E.
E

Men and Women
E
g
=
E
i
E

INTERNAL REVENUE
SERVICE
has openings for trainees in the Federal Career Service at
San Francisco and other Northern California locations.

Interviews at the Placement Office
E
March 23, 1 962
=
=
71111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111;111111111111111111111111111111

’MONDAY’
Gilroy schools (Santa Clara
county) will interview perspective
elementary and high school teach Ors.

’II ESDAY
Fitntrin)s I.nified district (San
liernadino countyi will interview
teacher candidates for positions in
elementary, junior high and high
schools.
Pomona Tinified district (Los
Angeles county) will interview
teacher candidates interested in
positions in elementary, junior high
and high schools.
PLASTICS

NEW YORK (UPD-The average automobile has about 170 plasFurn. Apts. for men, large rooms, rates tic parts weighing 25
pounds, acSwim
nd.
pool. 686 So. 8th.
cording to Oil Facts. llies.e parts
’le 3 8564.
replace metal weighing about 150
Summer rates now on new apt. house. 2 pounds.
& 3 bedrooms. See Mgr., 426 So. 6th
Ap sr 7. CV 4-0662 or CV 7-9344.

Rooms for men w tis or without K.P. $20
to $25 mo. 426 So. 7th St.

Auctrey’a

WANTED
Girls-need /we roommates immediately.
Neat- school. Pool. Evenings: AN 9-5769.

Female to shore apt. with two others.
538 ,m0. CY 5-4106. 408 So. 5th St.
A.
p.t g 13.
1953 Chevrolet sports coupe, 8514. new
aed err, Cal EL 6- Wanted - High school geometry tutor.
196. $300 firm.
r CH 3.2344,
14 W. Amp., speaker enclosure speaker 1 girl roommate for vecare,r e no.
syster Cal Chuck. 2986135,
med. C’s’ 3-8163
Women’s bleeding Madras blouses - 1 girl 20-30 ynt., to share home with 2
$4.25. Men’s Shetland crewnecit sweoters ,,,k-Cupertino area. Day: phone CV 5-812.00 value for $8.00. Men’s white or 9448. Miss Bianco. Eve.: AL 2.9201.
ford shirts----short or long sleeves-$1.75
apiece or 2 for 53.25. Barry Beyer. camSERVICES
ars representat,ve for College Knitwear.
Typing-Theses, Term papers, Reports,
101 s#). i6th S CV 8-0433.
etc. CV 3.0208.
Slingerlend white pearl drums, cymbals.
PERSONALS
ksrdstere & eases. $750 CV 5.8462.
hair removed permanently.
Superfluous
For Sale: Dorm contract, Ca.’ kArib..,
Nanteile R.E. 210 So. 1st. CV 4-4499.
WItIt’ock, CV 4 6019 Ma,khr,,
rod’,
and phone number.
Sue, Marcia and Carol (Les Femmes):
’60 Vespa scooter 150. $200. Cell Harlan You shall never enter our domicile. Please
Laesr n C.Y 4.4141, Alen Hell, after return hinges
ri
LOST AND FOUND
’59 Vespa, geed cond., $185. 948.3191
Iftsr 10 art’.
--Ampule stereo recorder used only four
months. Perfect condition. Regular priee
$500. Must sell $350. Stereo amplifying
system -two twenty ohiff amplifiers and
pre-amplifiers. Moulder Hall, Rm. 305
CV 47927,

II. A.
A Organization
Sponsors B -B -Q

RENTALS

$22.50 mo. Oriental SJS student. Kit. &
waSK See Ben CV 2-1327.
is St

’Shalt Not Kill’
Symposium Topic

Note: Interviews are held in Hie
Placement Office, Aclin234. Appointment lists are put out in adranc of the
interview. Students are requested to
sign up early -Ed.

Power Plants

Girls’ approved ap+ contract

THE CHARCOAL BROILER

Job Interviews

Institution -

FOR SALE

A mill next to it. owned by an
American firm, employs only five
men and out -produces the neighbor mill 2 to 1, using automated
processes. It seemed strange to
Lopez that a country just learning
to utilize its manpower in industry
should promote a system which
would minimize that resource.
Another strange feature in the
Mexican way of life is that when
a number of men train to work as
aircraft repairmen, they will now
SPECIAL TO SJSC STUDENTS
train on the jet engine, and the
internal combustion engine will be
Baker’s Dozen on B -B-9 Sandwiches
somewhat of a curiosity to them.
113 for the price of 121
This phenomina is explained by the
IN COLLEGE AREA
DELIVERY
FREE
fact that Mexico can pick from
Hours: Mon.-Thurs., 7,30 am. to 9,30 p m
the best and the latest developA symposium on the subject,
Fri. -Sun., 8 a.m. to ? p.m.
ments in the world
"Thou Shalt Not Kill-The ForCY 7-9632
32 W. SAN FERNANCO
gotten Commandment," will be the
program of the Roger Williams implempRemomprompearglimpimme.."0444

4,4,

Office Buildings

TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student Affairs OfficeRoom 16, Tower Hall, or
Send in Handy Order Blank
mitts Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders

AMERICAN COMPANY

TODAY
Newman club, Stations of ho
Cross. St. Patrick’s church, Ninth
"An Evening of Romanticism" merit will recite Romantic
and Santa Clara sta., 3:30 p.m.
Poetry,
the theme of a Humanities club Christine Croft sopta it
rieis
sSpanish club, initiation and
read letters anti statements "ill
at
night
event
tomorrow
spring
ta party. 598 S. 15th st., 8 p.m.
rg
Romantic artists shinving
then,
home. Free
attitudes toward art.
Koko club, meeting, WG22, 7- 7:30. at a student’s
tickets and directions for locating
10:30 p.m.
Janice Winsor, club
the site are available in F0127
president.
skating
roller
club,
Newman
from Mrs. M. Elizabeth Tucker, will introduce a program of re.
hall,
79
Newman
from
party, leave
secretary to the Humanities pro- mantic music by reading the wen.
ings of Romantic comp.,
S.
Fifth
St., 7 p.m.arg
m
coordinator.
The program will Include poetry,
Extramural sports, golf, AlmaLynne Howe and James
Farget
den golf club: for transportation music, dances and art of the Ro- students of John 13. Delevoryas
contact Mrs. Alice Reynolds, WG- mantic period in the early 1800’s. sociate professor of
musie,
17, 1 p.m.
Its purpose is to provide an inti- play piano compositions of Sill
the
treatment of the Romantic period.
m
Folk Song club, concert, S112, mate
mood, according to Dr. EpaminonThe Orchesis dancers will pee.
8 p.m.
das Panagopoulos. professor of his- form appropriate dances
under tit
TOMORItoVi’
tory and club adviser.
direction of Miss Margaret
Juniors Zoe Kamitses and Mary ler, instructor in tihy,:,11
club, original musical,
"Betcha Life," $2.50 for main floor, Lyn Henry of tl,., drama depart lion.
$1.50 for balcony, Morris Dailey
311011100100010NOMPODOEIMMOSOMMONEMMONINataillastomemagenomew
auditorium, 8:30 p.m.
Folk dance group, meeting, International Student center on Market St., 7:45 p.m.
(Under New Management)

-E
i4. SCANDIA MOBILE:...
a

Architectural projects:

CLASSIFIED RATES:
25e line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum

sent a humorous, but tragic problem, almost before it begins. At a
steel mill in Mexico’s ore center.
Monterey, a Mexican mill hires 80
men.

Spartaguide An Evening of Romanticism
Theme for Humanities Club

Loot Calico cot, brownish female. Vie.
10th, San Fernando. Reward. CV 5.6369,
HELP WANTED -MALI
Pleasant part time work. Salary plus lot,
us. Apply 1153 Lincoln. Room 3. 5.30
p.m. or 9.00 a.m. Saturday.
HELP WANTED

Wonted for Day Camp, lure 7$ throe
i 8.,
I *mil Sw,msroa
I Bo,. ,--aioa"e and I
,
’0 Chew. 6. Stick. $400. Mr. 8,aelshaw,’
Mathematic* Dept., or 01 6 7230.
r.aunsellar. Cell 356 6116 between 9 1.

We’re looking forward to meeting you
We’ll be on the campus on the dates listed below, ready to give
engineering and science seniors information on space-age careers
in a dynamic industry. If you are looking for a company offering
assignments on programs of unique interest and career potential,
you’ll be interested in the advantages Boeing can offer you.

complete wedding:
gown, headpiece, veil

500

peciel

up
discount ter bridesmaids

Boeing, for instance, is a major contractor on such advanced
programs as the Saturn S1B advanced first stage booster, the
Dyna-Soar manned space glider, the solid -fuel Minuteman ICBM,
and the Bomarc defense missile system. Boeing is also the
world’s foremost designer and builder of multijet aircraft, including the eight-jet 8-52H missile bomber, the KC-135 tankertransport, the C-135 cargo-jet, and the famous Boeing 707, 721)
and 727 jetliners. In addition, Boeing’s Vertol Division is one
of America’s leading builders of helicopters.

Research projects at Boeing are under way in such advanced
fields as celestial mechanics, solid state physics, nuclear and
plasma physics, flight sciences, space Hight and propulsion.
Expanding Boeing programs Mier exceptional opportunities to
holders of B.S., MS. and Ph.D. degrees in aerrinautical, merhanical, civil. electrical-electronic and industrial engineering, and in
engineering mechanics, engineering physics as well as in mathematics and physics. At Boeing you’ll work in a small group wherre
II
individual ability and initiative get plenty of visibility. You
enjoy many other advantages, including an opportunity to take
graduate studies at company expense to help you get ahead faaer.
Drop in to your Placement Office and arrange for an interview.

1

We’re looking forward to meeting you!
Th

complete informal wedding

24
_i4oirry

up
-7)roJA Shop

85 W. SAN ANTONIO
Corner of Market

Monday and Tuesday - March 26 and 21

11147EZAVG
Divisions: AamSpace
Indushial Products

Ye/tot
Military Aircraft Systems transport
Boeing Scientific Research Laboratories
an equal opportunity Knower

